LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Aabedi Family

Ragineh Kahan Aabedi

Greg Abrams

Jack R. Abrams

Alan and Brenda Abramson

Sylvia and Abe Hershenson

Miriam Abramson

Michael Abramson

Gerald Hershenson

Laurie Ackerman, Carly Ackerman-Canning

Anne Ackerman

Warren F Ackerman

Barbara and Richard Ackerman

Anne Ackerman

Warren Ackerman

Elaine Fond

Bernard Fond

Oscar Fond

Florence Fond

Morris Guterman

Minnie Guterman

Adelberg Family

Lillian Kohn

Nathan Kohn

Adler and Milder Families

Joe and Ruth Rice

Adler Family

Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Adler

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Flatow

Mrs. Hinda Adler
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Mr.

Eric Adler

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Honorable Richard and Linda Adler
Neal Adler

Honorable Richard and Linda Adler and Family
Esther and Edward Segal
Anne and Joe Adler

Melinda Ahdoot, Susan Ahdoot,
David and Julie Ahdoot,
Brendan Ahdoot and Courtney Ahdoot
Massih Ahdoot

The Albert and Israel Family
Benjamin B. Faguet, M.D.
Irene Faguet
Murray Albert

Harvey and Laura Alpert
Family
Sonia Alpert
Ann M. Kowan
Theodor Kowan
Batiya Asheriyan
Amir Naemout

Monika Amini
Davood Refua

Amster Family
Herbert S. Amster
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Levin-Anderson Family

Gutman Woolf
Sarah Woolf Snosky
Leon Levin
Lillian Levin
Art Linkletter
Lois Linkletter
Irvin Levin

Sheri, Noel and Geoff Anenberg
and Nicole and Allan Johnson

Florence Hechtman
George Anenberg
Ceil Anenberg
Sidney Hechtman

Hope and Arnold Anisgarten

Shirley Anisgarten
Norma Gribow

Loretta and Warren Appel and
Larry and Lance Toomin

Sam Faber
Esther Faber
Beatrice Burke
Henry Burke
Robert Appel
Albert Appel

Lori and Robert Arkin and
Family

Lloyd Arkin
Sol and Minnie
Schachter Harry and
Flora Arkin
Harry and Esther
Eisenstein Samuel and
Gertrude Cohn
Leonard Graysen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Julian Aroesty, Gloria Barker, Bernice Lieberman

IN MEMORY OF:

Ronald Barker

Julian, Jack, David Aroesty, Richard, Jody, Samuel and Max Melcer

Roseann Aroesty
Jack Aroesty
Joseph Mintz
Stella Melcer
Donna Levy

Julian, Jack, David Aroesty, Richard, Jody, Samuel and Max Melcer, Gloria Barker, Bernice Lieberman

Evelyn Aroesty
Edward Lieberman
Benjamin Neiman
Bernice Neiman

Gloria Bitman and Sergio Rosenberg

Dina Rosenberg

Tamar Abramowitz, Robert Abramowitz, Ilan Abramowitz

Lucy Abramowitz

Paula Ashton-Levington

David Levington

The Ashton, Silberfeld, and West Families

Lillian Mayman
Paul Mayman
Yon Rojany
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Kleinbard-Baltau Family

The Kleinbard-Baltau Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Henry Kleinbard
Rose Kleinbard
Benjamin Kleinbard
Jay Kleinbard
Jim Baltau
Jack Lefkowitz
Freda Lefkowitz
Julian Schwartz
Harriet Schwartz

Jeff, Pam, Tracy and Lindsay
Balton

Jeff, Pam, Tracy and Lindsay
Balton

Ilana Bandel, Tami, Don and Faby,
Gil and Shaylee, Lior, Danit, and Yael

Ilana Bandel, Tami, Don and Faby,
Gil and Shaylee, Lior, Danit, and Yael

Marjorie and David Barg and
Family

Marjorie and David Barg and
Family

Hal and Karen Barnes and Laurie and Ben
Haber

Hal and Karen Barnes and Laurie and Ben
Haber

Allen Balton
Dorothy Balton
Maurice Verbin

Meir Bandel
Dora Tropp
David Tropp
Eliezer Bandel
Sarah Leah Bandel

Harry Barg
Edith Barg
Max Givner
Sylvia Givner

Violet Ross Carr
Edwin Ross
Sara Lee Barnes
Morris Barnes
Robert Friedman
Edward Haber
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Arnold and Barbara Barron

Mollie Barron
Louis Barron
Bernice Minkus
Leslie Minkus

Robert, Denise, Alexis, Romi, Marni and Berni Barta

Alex Barta Edith Barta

Robert, Denise, Alexis, Romi, Marni and Berni Barta and Arlene Zweben

Bernard Zweben

Dr. and Mrs. Barry Baum and Family

Sheldon Levi

Richard and Terrie Baumann, lison and Jesse Warshal, Michelle and Brad Harmon

Martin Baumann
Harriet Baumann
Melvyn Bemel
Sarah Baumann
Laurence Baumann

Laurence Bear

Alex Bear
Jessie Bear
Esther G. Greenfield
Frank J. Greenfield
Stephen Reiss

Anthony and Dana Behar

Morry M. Behar
Robert Behar
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Harriet and Mel Belasco and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Morris Greitzer
Mildred Greitzer
Edith Belasco

Marc, Dena, Zachary, Adam, Sloan, and Daniel Benezra

William Benezra

Brant, Silvia, Alina, Jake Chad and Maureen Benun

Sylvia Bender

Frankie Berger

Laura Sherman
Nat Sherman

Marci, Andrew, Lauren and Danielle Berman
Marilynn and Marla Fischer
Ruth Berman and Family

Marvin Fischer
Helen Matz
Albert Matz
Milton Berman

Joyce, Margie and Bob Berger

Thomas Berger
Alice Berger
Bernard Streusand
Sadie Streusand
Richard Berger
Joseph Berger, II
Charles Streusand
Milton Berger
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Bergher Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Eduard Bergher
Pauline Bergher
Eugen Bergher
Liliana Bergher

Sheri, Jay, Skyler and Isabella Bergman

Samuel R. Bergman
Sarah Bergman
Isadore “Friz” Freleng
Leonard Cohen
Lily Freleng
Michael Rosenaur

Susan and Mike Berk, Joan Gilford, Jeremy and Rebecca Berk and Ari and Kris Berk

Alexander and Clarice Berk
Morton and Nellie Gilford
Nic Hunter
Sue McDermott

Susan and David Berkus and Family

Angeline Berkus
Lloyd Berkus
Marlene Kloner

Susan and David Berkus and Family
Jim and Sherry Braufman and Family

Charles Braufman

Marci, Andrew, Lauren and Danielle Berman, Marilynn, and Marla Fischer
Ruth Berman and Family

Marvin Fischer
Helen Matz
Al Matz
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Helen Berman and Family
Freda Weiner
Phoebus Berman, MD
Masha Berman
Carl Weiner
Ruth Weiner
Eugene E. Berman, MD
Karen Berman-Riddle

Jann, Ashley and Saul Berman
Dr. Sherwood Berman Leona Berman

The Bernet Family
Joan M. Bernet

The Berns Family - Penny, Mark, Allison, and Michael
Esther Berns
Irving Berns
Lester Berns
Matthew Fischer
Mollye Fischer
Rodney Friedman
Esther Korn
Libby Rand

Teri, Bruce, Sam and Hannah Bialosky
Annette and Haz Michaels
Gertrude and Martin Steinberg
Jacqueline and Frank Bialosky
Robert Bialosky

Lynn, Les, Josh and Natasha Bider, Michelle, Dan, Abby and Jacob Stone, Jerry Rhodes
Alan Bider
Dorine Bider
Adele Rhodes
Jerry Rhodes
Barry Rhodes
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Bienenfeld Family

Renee "Dodo" Bienenfeld
Jonas Bienenfeld
Esther Bienenfeld
Julius Goldberg
Sadie Goldberg
Charles Fishman
Edith Fishman

Azadeh, Shahab, Oliver and Tyler Binafard

Parvin Azadegan

Laurie and Steve Bird and Family

Rubin Bird
Trudy Bird
Harriet Cohen
Mel Green

His family

Daniel H. Blatt

The Blau Family

Howard Levine
Arnold and Ruth Blau

The Bonnie and Mitchell Bloom Family

Sandy Bloom
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ronald H. Bloom and Family, Mitchell Bloom and Family, Laurie Harbert and Family, Lois Feldman Bloom, Jeffrey K. Rubenstein and Todd Rubenstein

Markus S. Bloom
Matilda Holzman Bloom
Sandra D. Bloom
Mollie Feldman
Isadore Feldman
Lee Rubenstein
Joel Rubenstein

Sherrill and Arnold Blumberg

Leon Block
Nell Blumberg
Milton Blumberg
Florence Block

The Blumenkrantz and Davis Family

Eleanor and Ralph Davis
Ralph and Rose Zelden
Minnie Blumenkrantz
Morris Blumenkrantz
Bernie Cohen

Elliot, Ariana, and Natalie Blut

Frances Blut
Anne Shifman
Beth Peck

Martin and Sonia Bordo

Nathan Bordo
Bessie Bordo
Lou Slutsky
Edythe Slutsky
Irene Crane
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. Jerry Bornstein and Family
Morris Bornstein
Rose Bornstein
Frances Sinker
Marcia Lieberman

Irene, Yoni, Eric and Joey Boujo
Levis Lax
Artek Erel Samuel
Shlomo Boujo
Meir Boujo
Amram Yogev
Sy Bram

and Sidonia Lax
Lewis Lax
Artek Erel Samuel
Mark Karp
Ester Boujo
Meir Boujo
Amram Yogev
Jason Lewin
Berta Liebshard

Julie and Steve Bram and Joan Bram
Sy Bram

Julie and Steve Bram and Marian Kaufman
Elkan Kaufman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gene and Louise M. Bramson
and Ivana Rose Bramson

Rose Feyer
Ivan Oscar Makowsky
Shirley Feyer
Bernard M. Bramson
Mildred C. Makowsky

Jill Matz, Robert Brill, Darren Brill, and Kirsten Brill
Connie Matz

The Brill Family - Robert, Jill Matz, Darren, and Kirsten
Shirlee Brill Norman Brill

The Brock Family
Gabriel Nodulman
Iva Klein
Sylvia Clark
Edith Brock
Hyman Brock

Alan and Melanie Brunswick, Marc Brunswick,
Alexis Brunswick and Beverly Goldman
Reuben and Nellie Brunswick

Natalie Scott and Stuart Yasgoor,
Melanie and Alan Brunswick,
Alexis Brunswick and Marc Brunswick
Harry Yasgoor

Sara Buchbinder
Joseph and Gloria Buchbinder
Fred and Anna Buchbinder
Abe and Florence Osofsky
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Lenack Family

Maurice Lenack
Norma Cudich Burgos
Luis Pasqual Burgos
Rosa Cudich

The Burke Family

Anne S. Burke
Sanford S. Burke
William Cody

Sheila Zola Burman and Richard Laurence

Jack and Edna Flexer
Leslie Flexer
Sheldon Zola
Elizabeth Laurence
Ramona Laurence

Bob, Arlene, Stefanie and Julie Bush

Harry Bush
Celia Bush
Morris Mendelson
Max and Jennie Levine
Joseph Bush
Esther Mendelson

The Bob Caine Family

Robert Caine
Randy Williams
Dottie Williams
Sunny Williams
Gertrude Caine
Sidney Caine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  
IN MEMORY OF:

Elinor O. Caplan and Family
Elinor O. Caplan
Morton Caplan
Louis M. Olden
Doris Olden
Isador and Toba Spielman
Max and Ethel Olden
Minna and Harry Caplan
Francis and Frank Kent
Sherry Lyn Haynes

Aviva Carmy
Rachell and Shalom Bornovski

Aviva Carmy and Harry Horowitz
Sidney and Cecelia Horowitz

The Cassel Family
Rona Richman
Sidney and Hannah Cassel
Alan Reinstein

Andrea, Barry, Garrett, Lindsay and Derek Cayton
Jona Goldrich

The Chanin Family
Lillian Rothchild
Maurice Chanin
Gussie Chanin
Bud Meyers
Jerry Goldhaber
Howard Zuker

Bernard Weiss and family
Elaine Weiss

Charney and Kroll Family
Betty Charney
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
Sol Charney

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marsha Charney-Mermelstein and Family
Eva Newman
Harry Newman
Phyllis Newman
Steve Mermelstein
Nicholas Petrakis

Jackie Chase
Jerry Chase
Dan Sheldon

The Chase Family
Sam and Rose Cohen
Irving and Pearl Chase
Allan and Lois Stampa
Gene Kaye Frances and Abe Nathanson
Julie Dunn
Florence and Eddie Blate
Lucille and Bob Blate
Jodi Nathanson

Benita Chaum and Family and Rifkind Family
Jesse Rifkind
Thelma S. Rifkind
Jerry Chaum

The Chorches Family
Rose Haber
Harry Haber
Sidney Sisselman
Esther Lessner
George Lessner
Josiah Lessner
Louis Chorches
Adeline Chorches
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Robin, Tanya, Ariella
And Daniel Chorn

Her Family
Charlotte Nadel
Clara Nell Cobar

His Family
Corneliu Nell Cobar
Jean Bittner
Rubin Herscovici

His Friends
Barbu Marian

Nas and Alen Cohen
Marcelle Rabbani

Jill, Andrew, Noah, Gabriel
and Jonah Cohen
Lawrence Donald Ornitz
Sadye Mondell
Zachary Cohen
Adele Newberg
David Newberg

Bradley and Cheryl Cohen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
Edward Levy Abraham Cohen

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Brian, Randy, Sarah and Claire Cohen
 Hugh S. Cohen
    Ted and Gertrude
    Bond Oscar and Ann
    Cohren
    Morris Levin
    Esther Grossman
    Michael Levin

Wendy Prober, David Cohen, Sofia and Miles Cohen
 Barbara Prober

Cohen Family
 Maurice Cohen

Rebecca and David Cohen
 Meir H Cohen

Cheryl and Bill Cohen
 Aaron Seidman

Eliot and Julie Cohen and
   Family
 Morton M. Cohen
    Adele S. Cohen
    Robert A. Bergman

Richard L. Cohen and Madison J.
   Cohen
 Margot Cohen
   Irving Cohen
   Rose Cohen
   Alec Cohen
   Anna Cohen
   Isaac Cohen
   Masha Colton Chesky
   Isaac Chester
   Lena Wurtzman
   Samuel Wurtzman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  IN MEMORY OF:

Robert and Cammie Cohen

Samuel and Rose Cohen
William Cohen
Florence Blate
Edward Cohen
Robert and Lucille Blate
Marvin Sherres

Marion and Sheldon Cohen and Family

Abe Cohen
Belle Cohen
Isadore Kossman
Vera Kossman
Sidney Kossman

Miriam Cohen-Sitt

Ezra Cohen-Sitt
Meir and Simcha Cohen-Sitt
Rabbi Shlomo and Pnina Katzin

Richard and Linda Cohn, Danielle and Jason Brahinsky and Aaron and Trisha Haaz

Sara and Isidore Schuman Rose and Johnny Cohen Hy and Ruth Singer
Mort Craig
Robert Haaz
Glenn Cooper

Barry and Janet Cooper and Family

Mamie Peggy Rohlin
Harry Rohlin
Sol Cooper
Edith Cooper
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Sheryl, Morgan and Sara Cooper and Lynne Craig

Corinne Copnick

Emily and Rick Corleto and Family

Ron, Heather, Jared, Asha, and Mira Cornell

Roger, Debbi, Jeff and Amanda Cowan

IN MEMORY OF:

Glenn Howard Cooper
Morton Craig
Rue Rue and Heemie
Singer Anne and Michael Marks

Dr. Irwin Copnick
Gertrude Copnick

William Hill
Ella Hill
Martin Hill
Pat Corleto
Evelyn Corleto

Daniel Gewant
Frank Cornell
Arlene Gewant
Kathryn Cornell
Zorelle Cornell

Flora Silton
Bernie Cowan
Bernice Cowan
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gerald and Sylvia Crasnick and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Simon Crasnick
Sunnie Crasnick
Hyman Cohen
Miriam Cohen
Rosanna Crasnick
Georgette Grimes
Ellen Fay Cohen
Robin Cohen
Amber Hanson
Dorothy Gordon
Miriam Winett
Les Surlow

Darlene and Jerry Daniel

Sarah Gershick
Bernard Gershick
Gertrude Daniel
Nathan Daniel
Martin Daniel

Rebecca and Mahyar Dardashti Family

Shahla Chaya Tavakoli

Henry, Wendy, Matthew and Joshua David

Melvin Joseph David
Sara Claire David
Joel Michael David
Samuel Paull
Pearl Weiner Paull
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ruth B. Davis Family

Herschel I. Davis
Henry Morris Davis
Rebecca Davis Levy
Adolph Bernhard
Anna Bernhard
Zona Larson
Lillian Bernhard
Joseph Davis
Fay Nemschoff

Isabel and Hugo de Castro and Family

Mauricio and Armida de Castro
Daniel and Rebecca de Castro
Sandra de Castro
Luis C. de Castro
Dr. David Salas
Woodrow de Castro
Leo and Sylvia
Shapiro
Max Stern
Josephine Stern
Dr. Claudio Salas
Dr. Moises H. and Ethel H. Salas
Irma Salas-Burlando

Linda deJong and Helen Azen, Ethan
and Cathy deJong, Jordan and Emi deJong

Harry Azen Rose Sadler

Linda deJong and Helen Azen, Ethan,
Cathy and Jacques deJong, Jordan, Emi,
Maya and Hana deJong

Evelyn Azen Gotlieb
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Harold and Roberta Delevie and Family
Eva Ruth Bass
Nathan H. Bass
Rosa Delevie
Louis D. Delevie
Becky Bass
David Bass
Rose Berkoff
Harry Berkoff

The Demoff and Jacoby Families
Phyllis and Stephen Abelov
Patrick Jacoby
Ethel and Saul Abelov
Helen and Harry Lichtenson
Anna and Ben Tweer
Fagel and William Demoff
Barbara Coleman Frey
Charlotte Rose Coleman Frey

The Deutsch Family and Jacobs Family
James Deutsch
Pauline Davis
Jean Rubin
Bernard Jacobs
Martin Weis

Marian DeWitt and Family
Don DeWitt
Yetta Bloomgarden
Mickey Bloomgarden
David DeWitt
Ida DeWitt
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gladys Diener and Family

Arnold Diener
Bertha Korenthal
Hyman Korenthal
Mildred Diener
Jack Diener
Hank Korenthal
Bernie Fiegenbaum
Jack Korenthal
Lillian Korenthal
Robert Kadner
Bill Kadner
Philip Kaplan, M.D.
Ralphael Benoliel

Susan and Jonathan Dolgen

Abraham Dolgen
Rosalind Birnbaum
George Birnbaum
Selma Dolgen

The Dolman Family

Marjorie Colbert
Emanuel Colbert
Maurice Dolman

His children, grandchildren and friends

Dr. Theodore Domroy

Ofra and Yoram Dor

Shimon and Shulamit Dor
Jacob Lipshitz
Ada Eiferman
Milka Remple
Solomon and Maria Werblovski
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Buddy, Ellen, Adam, and Leslie Dorfman

Ruth Kahn
Isadore J. Kahn
Andrew Kahn
Rose Dorfman
Jules Dorfman
Dorothy Elmore
Aaron Elmore
Bonnie Polis
Barbara Kessler
Linda Golden
Paige Cowen
Michael Levin
Tommy Berger
Richard Kravitz
Bernie Harris
Ruth Leddel

Barbara and Sandy Dorfman and Family

Fay Shapiro
Joe Shapiro
Leonard Shapiro
Seymour Ryback
Mary Dorfman
Abe Dorfman
Kathlyn Dorfman
Ida Hefter
Ben Hefter
Mina Guyer
Arthur Guyer
Max Levin
Dorothy Shluker
Harry Shluker
Jeff Hochman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  

Judith, Larry and Courtney Dornstein  
William Cohen  
Dorothy Lessler Cohen Wechsler  
Rita Dornstein  
Joseph Dornstein  
Sol Wechsler  

Suzie Dotan, Jonah Dotan, Yaniv Dotan  
Dr. Sandor Sigmond  
Rita Lee Sigmond  
Jeremey Avner Sigmond  
Ruth Geffen Dotan  
Arieh Dotan  

David and Laura Drexler  
Celia Zylbercweig  
Zalmen Zylbercweig  
Sally Krupnick  
Morry Krupnick  
Clara Fair  
Harry Drexler  
Rena Drexler  

Bea Dubman and Family  
Sam Dubman  
Joan Lippman  
Maurice Schwartz  
Sara Schwartz  
Milton Schwartz  
Annie Dubman  
Grace Silverman  
Chana Cranis  

DuBow Family  
Sondra Singer  
Myron DuBow
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Duitch Family

Jack Toran
Sharon Toran Turner
Phyliss Gross
Alan Toran
Doris T. Goldman
Paul Duitch
Louise Duitch

Lisa Dunitz, Robin Dunitz, and Barbara Miller

Sydney and Connie Dunitz

Omid, Rebeka, Hanna, and Logan Ebiza

Mansour Emein

Debby and Charles Edelsohn

Chasia Bereskin
Eleazer Bereskin
Renate Edelsohn
Henry David Edelsohn
Alfred Edelsohn
Leo Esterman
Mary Sandler
Anna Lieberthal

Alison, Glenn, Jakob, Ella, Benjamin and Samuel Eisen

Samantha Eisen
Max Eisen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Audrey and Jerry Eisenberg
Leonard Eisenberg
Gertrude Eisenberg
Rose Piller
Ezra Posner
Maurice Piller
Lori Eisenberg-Wolper
Arlene Newman
Harry Eisenberg

Ann and Bernard Ellenson
Elizabeth Krojansky and Family -
Mark, Tyler, and Zoe
Richard Ellenson and Family -
Maggy and Sean
Annette Katzenstein Ellenson
Sol Ellenson
Dr. Sidney Scherlis
Etta Scherlis

Bonnie and Alan Engle
Bess Giber Philip Giber

The Fudem and Enomoto Families
Joy Fudem

The Entous Family
Birdie Alpert
John Alpert
Bessie Entous
Nathan Entous
Mamie and Sam Hoffman

The Entous Family
Donna Best
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Norman, Carole, Mark and Laura Epstein

IN MEMORY OF:

David Epstein
Irene Epstein
Louis M Snyder
Cesia Ullman
Ann Epstein
Jeannette R Snyder

The Eshaghian Family

Dr. Massoud “Jack” Eshaghian

Viriginia Ettinger and the Ettinger Family

Jerome Ettinger, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Starr and Jerry Fagelbaum

Ruth Kostner
Theodore Kostner
Charles Fagelbaum

Dratver and Faiman Family

Esther and Mihail Kelmansky
Ida Dratver
Tolya Finkel
Izya Averbuch

Ron and Michelle Farhadi

Moussa Farhadi
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Barbara and Phil Fass

Harry Fass
Yetta Fass
Leonard Levey
Daisy Levey
Sidney Fass
Hannah Soklin
George Soklin
Paul Miller
Martha Fass

Dr. Jerome and Joy Fein and Family

Esther and Harry
Sherman

The Feinstein Families Peter, Bobbi, Darin, Brett, Kari, Fede, Amanda and Trish

Billie B. Feinstein
Louis Feinstein
June Jacobs
Dr. Harold E. Gilman
Kim Zander
Florence Gilman

Susan Feiwell

Nathan Lagin
Ann Lagin
Arlene Leiberman

Roberta and Howard Feldman

Irving Feldman
David Novak
Pearl Novak
Bella Feldman
Andrew Feldman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Feldman and Lipen Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Ben Feldman
Diana Cohen
Saul Cohen
Max Yoken
Isaac Lipen
Jack Kart
Ida Lipman
Tillie Weintraub
Mario DeFranco
Lola Penso

Joan and Bill Feldman

Bertha Freedman
Arthur Freedman
Marcella Turk
Jerry Turk
Hyman Blum
Adeline Blum
Freda Blum
Serene Aftergood
George Aftergood
Neut Feldman
Evelyn Price
Joseph Price

Nancy and Harry Field and Family

Selma Kessler
Samuel Kessler
Richard Kessler
Selma Field
Augusta Fein
Helen Pollak
Frances Fein
Herbert Fein
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Lawrence Field and Family

Eris Field
Rose Field
Eugene Field
Roberta Goldberg

Nancy Lewis-Finkelstein

Irving Finkelstein
Flynn Finkelstein

Sandy Finkel, daughter, Alan Finkel, son-in-law,
Dara and Emily Finkel, granddaughters

Ethel Horowitz

Susan and Sam Firestone
Brian Wiseman
Laura Shubb

Jack Wiseman
Lily Wiseman

Judy Fischer

Neil Fischer
Leanore Miller
David Miller
Sam and Eileen
Fischer
Bill Frishman

Astrid and Michael Fishbein

Brigitte Du Mortier
Stefanie Jasinski
Fred Fishbein
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY: 

The Fisher Family

Bernard Fisher
Wendy Otelsberg
Louis Klein
Regina Klein
Max Hundert
Yetta Hundert

Lyle, Melanie, Joshua and Rianna Fisher

Martin and Faye Fisher
Selma and Ludwig Berger
Gloria Gurian

Steven, Jodie, Jill, Stephanie and Michael Fishman

Etomer Fishman
Jerald Greenstein

Madeleine and Ted Flier

Ella Ross Arnopole
Martin Ross
Herm Arnopole
Esther Flier
Nathan Flier
Sam Flier

Madeleine Flier, Nick, Anthony, and Andrew Flier

Theodore S. Flier

The Charles Fox Family

Walter Fox
Isidore Redman
Molly Fox
Blanche Redman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Fox Family
- Bernice Alpert
- Lois Alpert
- Anna and Jacob Alpert
- Ida Greene
- Samuel Perliter
- Jerry Shapiro
- Helen and Harry Fox
- Molly and J. George Fox
- Shelley Robin
- Laurie and Harry Fox
- Derwood Alpert
- Robert Nadelle

George Karp and Vanessa, Darryl, Stella and Jeremy Frank
- Rita Karp

Vanessa and Darryl Frank
- Ruth and Bernie Zeiger
- Edythe Frank
- Hyman Frank

Vanessa and Darryl Frank and Kathy Karp
- Hyman Stuart Kaplan
- Thomas Zion Cassel
- Estelle and Jack Karp

Adena and Bill Frank
Gavin and Devon Kliger
Jessica and Adam Frank
- Sylvia Fine
- George Fine
- Edythe Frank
- Hyman Frank
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Herskovic, Keller, Ponder and Freedman Families

IN MEMORY OF:
William Herskovic
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Carin and Glenn Freeman and Family

Stanley Weinstein
Jerry Lushing
Sharon Felder
Allan Freeman
Gladys Weinstein

David, Susan, Rachel, Alyse and Bradley Friedman

Alma Hutkin
Elaine Krupsaw
Carl and Leona White Sara and Morris Glass
Celia and Sam Krupsaw

Robert Friedman Family

Anna Rogen
Ted Rosenfeld
Emma Rosenfeld
Harold Friedman
Esther Friedman
Del Friedman

Barbara Friedman, Dana Friedman, Baral Family, and Klatchko Family

Louis Friedman
Mildred Friedman
Norman Friedman
Abe Shafran
Bella Shafran
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

David, Susan, Rachel, Alyse and Bradley Friedman
   Alma Hutkin
   Elaine Krupsaw
   Carl and Leona White
   Sara and Morris
   Glass Celia and Sam
   Krupsaw

Susie and Rick Friedman
   Olga Erdei
   Louise Weingarten
   Rose and Alfred Weingarten
   Rose and Ruby Friedman

Robert Friedman Family
   Emma Rosenfield
   Ted Rosenfield
   Anna Rogen
   Harold Friedman
   Esther Friedman
   Dell Friedman

Dr. and Mrs. Roger Friedman
   Leo Lane
   Ruth Friedman
   Isaac Friedman
   Gertrude Lane

Vivienne, Hayley and Justin
   Rodney Friedman

Laurelle and Bruce Frome
   Edna Frome
   Maxwell Frome
   Albert LeVine
   Ruth Greitzer LeVine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  
Paula and Jack Frost  

IN MEMORY OF:  
Ruth Berman  
Lester Berman  
Libbie Frost  
Lewis Frost  

Marjorie Fuchs and Madelene Teperson and Family  
Dr. Richard Teperson  
Solomon and Florence Fuchs Jacob and Rose Teperson  
Phyllis Teperson  
Sherrie Hendler Brier  
Marjorie Dinnes Cohen  
Rosanna Levinson  

Dan and Jody Furie  
Ann Furie  
Samuel Furie  
Toby Hiltz  
Benjamin Hiltz  
Hannah Morrison  
Fred Morrison  
David Modlin  
Kenneth Morrison  
Libby Modlin  
Jonathan Furie  

Karen Furie, Eli and Mari Furie  
Jonathan Furie  

Gabayanan Family  
Abraham Maghsoudi  
David ben Yosef Gabayanan
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  IN MEMORY OF:

The Gad Family
Katie and Jacob
Rosen Ida and Harry
Bierman Edith and
Sanford Gad
Jimmy Gad
Arnie Bierman
Bea and Manuel
Ruderman Richard
Ruderman
Iris Cohen
Annie and Sam
Gad

Herb and Beth Gains
Morton J. Gains
Hilda Metrick
Leo Metrick

Tina, Alexander and Evan Gall
Ben Katchen
Ruth Katchen

Amy, Brian, Jacob, Harper and Wyatt Gallagher
Helene K Jacoby

Paola, Alvaro, Julian and Sabrina Gancman
Francisco Martinelli

Andrea, Scott, Jacob, and Zachary Gardenhour
Kathleen Cohen
Stanley John Palmer

Herbert and Linda Garfinkel and Family
Rose K. Garfinkel
Benjamin Garfinkel
Morris Tannenbaum
Dorothy Tannenbaum
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  
In Memory of: 

Cindy, Scott and Jaiden Gershin  
Irwin Manekofsky  
Myra Gershin  
Alvin Gershin 

Bob Gerst and Judy Ashmann-Gerst  
Hyman Gerst  
Estelle Meisels  
George Meisels  
Anna Ellis Mildred Kohn 

Susie, Jaime and Daniela Gesundheit  
Avi Gesundheit  
Abraham Gesundheit  
Fannie Gesundheit  
Beatrice Goldstein  
David Shapiro  
Zack Simon  
Whitney Woods 

Jesse and Molly Ghalili  
Miriam Ghalili 

Don and Donna Gindy  
Shirley Hundert  
Max Hundert  
Gertrude Wertheim  
June Gindy  
Arnold Gindy  
David Winters 

Beth, Hannah and Merle  
Gertrude Ginsberg  
Matthew Ginsberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Gitlin Family

Sonia and Jose
Gitlin Edward Phillips
Frances Phillips
Rose and Henry
Hirson Ruth and
Harry Speigel

Cherna and Gary Gitnick and Family

Sonia Schrager
Jack Schrager
Ann and Nathan
Gitnick Phillip
Schrager

Joyce Glantz

Lee Sporina

Francie and Fred Glassman

Robert Versman
Rose Versman
Ira Glassman
Anna Glassman

The Glazer Family

May Simon
Max Simon
Jean Press

Ellen Glick

Ida Lewis
Ben Lewis

Ellen, Kevin, Meggan and Scott Harris

Clifford Harris
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marshall Glick, Marni Glick, Heather Glick-Atalla

Eva Glick
Ruby Ansehl
Moses Ansehl
Esther Pearlman

Marshall, Marni and Heather Glick

Donna “Shelly” Glick
Frances A. Glick
Paul W. Glick
Saree Ansehl
Milstein Philip P. Fox
Marcia Fox
Phil Glick, Jr

Gail and Mike Glick

Mary Glick
Hy Glick
Tevis Seligman
Rose Seligman
Kenny Morrison

Pearl Glick and Family

Merle Glick
Dudley Glick
Esther Glick
Louis Glick
Sadie Waldinger
Albert Waldinger

Merle Glick
Morrie, Diane, Seth and Todd Glickman
Marvin and Leah Rosenberg
Gail, Kara, Amanda Zucker
Judy and Tom Mitchell

Lorin Rosenberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Morrie, Diane, Seth and Todd Glickman

Larry Goldberg and Helen Goldberg

Patti and Roger Golden

Roger and Patti Golden and Patricia Magrill

Debra and David Goldfarb and Family

Arlene and Jay Goldfarb

Amir, Tamara and the kids

IN MEMORY OF:

David Glickman
Dora Glickman

Martin Goldberg

Ezra Budiansky
Pearl Golden
Samuel M. Golden
Robert Magrill
Eugene Singer
Dorothy Singer Simon
James Robert Singer

Pearl Golden
Samuel M. Golden
Robert Magrill

Roberta Feld

Maurice Storch
Minnie Storch
Gloria Storch
Broder Dr. Joseph Goldfarb
Fay E. Goldfarb

Saba David Goldfiner
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marilyn, Nancy Goldman and
Dave and Lauryn Shur

Connie Goldman Shur
David Goldman
Jerry Goldman

Coral and Alan
Goldsmith

Eli Good
Rose Good

Carol Goldsmith and Aaron
Goldsmith

Jerry Goldsmith
Dr. Jack Sheinkopf
Melinda Sheinkopf Miller
Mildreth Sheinkopf Samson
Justin Vajna
Juliette Sheinkopf Kent
Joel Goldsmith

Annabel Goldstein

Jack Gilbert
Rose Gilbert
Fred Goldstein
Miriam Goldstein
Robert Goldstein

Marcie, Cliff, Jonathan and Jenna Goldstein

Frances Goldstein

Marcie, Cliff, Jonathan and Jenna Goldstein
Sidney Robinson

Ruth J. Robinson
Lois Zuspan
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jeremy Goldstein

Helen Goldstein
Steven Goldstein
Zina Gordon
Benjamin "Jessel" Gordon
Bessie Goldstein
Abraham Goldstein

Jodi and Jon Goldstein

Celia and Hymie
Stepakoff Sarah and
Sam Groper Jerry
Goldstein Marvin
Ehrlich
Jordan and Justin
Goldstein

Sharen and Kaveh Golshan and Family

Nazanin Sarrafzadeh

Gomelsky and Kutz Family

Fanya Kutz

Leslie Goodman

Roy M. Goodman

Lori and Rob Goodman and Family

Ernest Goodman
Laurence Hart

Ellie Goodwein

Eugene Goodwein
Celia Klein Jack Klein
Lena Goodwein
Abraham Goodwein
Abraham Sitrin
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Gordon Family

IN MEMORY OF:
Dr. Alexander Gordon
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Debbie and Mike Gordon and Family

David B. Rubin
Lillian S. Rubin
Sam Gordon
Margaret Gordon
Robert Gordon

The Goren Family

Sara Steigman
Pauline Mantel

Dorothy and Ozzie Goren and Family

Julius Goren and Nettie Goren
Pearl Fram
Jacob and Sarah
Steigman

Louis, Shirley and Jillian Gram

Joseph Gram
Sylvia Gram
Janice R. Gram
Benjamin Kail
Jennie Kail Zuckor
Herman Kail
Ann Guy

Todd, Hollye, Jackson and Maguire Grayson

Budd Dolinger
Ab and Bea
Axelrod
Jack and Sylvia
Wechsler

The Gross Family

Barney Gross
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Linda and Len Gross

Marjorie and Robert Gross

Vera, Paul, Lisa, Dana, Michael, Rachelle and Tim Guerin

Gloria, Ron, Matthew and Katie, Steven and Sasha and Allison Gurvitz

Ted and Anna Mae Haas

IN MEMORY OF:

Ida Shleifer
Sam Shleifer
Ann Gross
Jozef Gross

Freda Katz
Jarcho Louis
Jarcho Pearl
Osoff Gross

Benjamin Max Shapell
Lilly Shapell
Nathan Shapell

Anna and Bernard Schainsinger
Howard Gurvitz

Isadore Kossman
Vera Kossman
William Haas
Jean Haas
Sidney Kossman
Charles Kossman
Sheila Zimmelman
Irving Zimmelman
Lois Friedman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

David M. and Linda G. Habif and Family

Esther and Morris Habif
Joseph Habif
Melissa Reynolds
Sylvia and Henry Forrest, M.D.
Joy Ballin

Nadia and Hercel
Barouck Beroukhin

The Haims Family
Gerald Haims
Bernard Packtor
May Packtor
James Packtor

Bradley and Cheryl Cohen, Nicole and Scott Halle, Crissy
and Mike Blumefuled, Maxx Cohen
Betty Levy
Esther Cohen Folinksy

Irving and Norma Hammer
Norman Kossoff
Pearl Kossoff
Morris Hammer
Rachel Hammer
Scotty Cohen
Roselle Hammer
Ethel Yurman
Al Hammer

The Handelman Family
Evelyn and Charles Fleece
Robert Handelman
Vera Handelman
Gwen Fleece Kennedy
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Evelyn Handler and Children

Murray Handler
Lillian Appelman
John Appelman
Morris Appelman
Nathan Appelman
Flora Handler
Milton Handler
Sylvia Handler
Susan Waldman

Judy and Warren
Handler

Tillie Handler
Jerry J Handler
Bess Dunner
David Dunner

The Handy, Lam and Weiss
Family

Anita Weiss
Henry Weiss

Harrell Family and Olenick
Family

Bennet Olenick,
Dr. Miriam Reichstein
Bebe Reichstein

Jeanne and Michael Harris

Alfred Harris
Victoria Harris
Rabbi Ernest Trattner
Johanna Trattner
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Hartman Family
Emil and Anne
Goodman Goldie and
Julius Hartman
Ed Klein
Arlee Weiner
Elin Pittler
Dr. Donald Weiner

The Hason Family
Mordo Hason
Doreta Hason

Carrie, Denise and Amanda Hasson
Ted T. Ward

Lilian and Yigal Hay
Saeed Moradi
Afarin Hay
Abdollah Hay
Dorice Moshi

Irene Hecht, Alex Hecht, Rebecca Hecht,
Marni and Paris Deshong, Brian and Isabel Hecht,
And Andrew Hecht
Leonard Hecht
Sylvia Hecht
Abraham Hecht

The Hecht, Miller and Beerman Families
Benjamin Miller
Itta Miller

Sharon and Brian Hersch and Family
Jacob Rosenroth

Mitchell and Sharon Hersch and Family
and Brian and Sharon Hersch and Family
Mildred Hersch
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Sharon and Mitchell Hersch and Family

Rabbi and Mrs. Eli Herscher

Lynda Klein, Jon Klein, Andrew Bernstein

Neal Hersh and Family

Maria Herskovic and Family

The Herskovic Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Judi Gold

Lucy Herscher
Joseph Herscher
Melanie Tayloe
Max Jacobson
Fannie Jacobson
Joseph Ritter
Harvey Sherman
Bette Sherman
Edward Baume
Anne Baume
Shelly Sherman
Margaret Bergen
Jonathan Klein
Amiram Klein

Marjorie K. Samuels
Leslie S. Orleans, M.D.
Sam E. Kadner
Sally Kadner

Sarah Hersh
Charles Hersh
Darlene Miller Hersh
Beatrice Strauss
Pearl Wachowsky
Louis Wachowsky

William Herskovic

Otto Herskovic
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Daniel, Amie and Gregory Hirsch

James and Pamela Hirsch

Gail Hodes Ovca and Bill Ovca, Craig Hodes, and Tracy and Elie Dekel and Skylar Berkus

Bruce, Lisa, Brittany and Kylie Hoffman

Dorothy Hoffman and Family

Jackie and Dr. Irwin Hoffman and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Gina Rose Crohn
Paula Crohn
Siegbert Crohn

Henry E. Hirsch

Abraham B. Rand
Marion Rand

Hedda Greene
Ted Greene
Robert Fiorino

Lillian Hoffman
Nathan Hoffman
Leo Rothbarth
Rose Rothbarth
Stanley Hoffman

Sam Appleman
Mollie Appleman
Paulene Cohen
Isadore Cohen
Lou Hoffman
Sonia Hoffman
Lewis Coyne
Irene Coyne
Hedda Greene
Ted Greene
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Judy Hoffman and Mildred Hoffman
Arnold E Hoffman

David Holtz and Family
Diane Elizabeth Glatt
Arthur Holtz
Pearl Caplan Holtz
Helena Rice Glatt
David Edward Glatt
Ari Ben Glatt-Holtz
Nathan Kiva Caplan
Sarah Greisman Caplan
Issac Holz
Eva Blustain Holtz
Fagin Meyer Glatt
Bertha Glatt
Elsie Cohn Rice
Rabbi William Rice
Stella Cohn

Tom Horn
Dr. Lolly Horn
John Horn
Samuel Robbins
Sara Robbins
Erica Horn Kaufman

Ed and Carol Horowitz
Miriam and Sol
Shain Abba Martin
Sirkin Dena and
Abraham Sirkin
Robert Sirkin and Renee Sirkin
Edelman
Shirl and Jack
Horowitz Katherine and
Charles Shubb
Phil and Rita Shubb
Sandy Kahn
Lisa Beth Laxer
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. Charlene Hyde

Ida Friedman
Harry Friedman

Allan, Ruth, Noah and Chana Ickowitz Solomon

Leo Ickowitz
Norman Gable
Clara Gable
Carola Ickowitz

Harold Igdaloff

David Igdaloff
Louis Igdaloff
Dorothy Igdaloff
Sanford Igdaloff
Irving Igdaloff
Evelyn Igdaloff
Arthur Tarloff
Blanche Tarloff

Joan and Alexandra Isaacs

Sigmund Isaacs
Bala Isaacs

Errol Jacobs

Gerald Perreau

Lynne Schroeder and Family

Bob Schroeder

Sylvia and Gary Jacobs and Family

Dr. Martin Dubin
Robert Shroeder
Archie Jacobs
Andrea Loren Jacobs
Hannah and Ben Dorenfeld
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Jacobs Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Goldie Jacobs
Adeline Burstyn

The Jacobs Family and Lynne Schroeder and Family

Dr. Martin Dubin

Kenny, Karen, Ryan and Natalie Jacobs

Joan Horowitz

Neil and Shirley Jasper

Violet Satmary

Leila and Raphael Javaheri

Solaiman Aaron
Nisaan Mehdizadeh

Alan, Yasmina, Rachel and William Joelson

Israel Joelson
Rachel Joelson
Maurice Joelson
Henry Joelson
Mustaph Idrissi

Sally and Donald Jones and Family

Sam Gross
Harry Jones
Mollie Jones
Hunter Elia

Roz and Jerry Joseph and Family

Min Wasserman
Erve Wasserman
Rose Solomon
William Joseph
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Diane and Jules, Joanna Kabat and David Castle, Carol Leemon and Gene Herts, Jon and Dayna Leemon and Sienna Mintz

IN MEMORY OF:

Norman Bodenstein
Faye Eleanor Green
Gladys Kabat
Dr. Irving Kabat
Dr. Bennett David Leemon
Irma Magid
Joseph Revitz
Trudy Speciner
Rowan Klein
Pamela Klein
Irwin Spencer Green
Phil Speciner

Peppa Kahane
Shari Kahane
Rabbi Leon Kahane

Janet, Stephen, Rebecca and Sara Kahane
Herbert and Dorothy Wells

Peppa, Janet, Stephen, Rebecca and Sara Kahane
Shari Kahane

Peppa, Janet, Stephen, Rebecca Kahane;
and Sara and Trevor Smith
Rabbi Leon M. Kahane

Stephen Kahane and Sara Kahane Smith
Elisabeth Jane Kahane

Janice and Robert Kahlenberg
Karen Fabe

Victor Fabe
Bess Fabe
Martin Kahlenberg

56
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  
Celia Kahlenberg
Arthur and Ginny Kahn

Sydney Kahn
Miriam Kahn
Charles McCrady

Andy and Shelly Kahn

Ann Cooper
Sam Cooper

Ruth L. Kalin and Family

Marvin E. Kalin
Judith Q. Levin
Dr. I.L. Levin
Helen Levenson
Gilbert S. Levenson
Maxine G. Levin
Albert A. Levin
Freda C. Farber
Joanna Kopel
Jan Kopel

Gail Kamer Lieberfarb

Beatrice Kamer

Warren Lieberfarb

Daniel Lieberfarb
Betty Lieberfarb

The Kantor Family

Tolya Kantor
Sylvia Kantor
Ruth Joseph
David Joseph

Andrew and Ellen Kaplan

Arthur and Shirley Dryer
Howard and Corinne Kaplan
Ida Wilence
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marisa and Adam Kaplan and their families
Howard Soifer
Enid McKenna Soifer
Jack Berg
Jean Berg

The Kapstrom Family
Rose and Alex Kapstrom

Bill, Candy, Carly and Brian Karambellas
Katherine and George Karambellas
Russel Karambellas
Dennis Schuck Edwin Perlstein
Dimitri Karambellas
Charley Karambellas
Walter Perlstein
Belle Perlstein
Gregory Karambellas

The Michael Kassan Family
Saul Kassan
Toby Kassan
Milton Klein, M.D.
Pauline Klein
Julius Weisstein
Rose Weisstein
Samuel Kassan
Yetta Kassan
Samuel Klein
Molly Klein
Harry Rubin
Bessie Rubin
Lyn Camhi

David Kates
Judy Kates
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. Alfred D. and Cecelia Katz

IN MEMORY OF:

Sam Katz
Rose Katz
Sam Rubnitz
Esther Rubnitz
Sylvia Gresin
Jean Weisberg
Dr. Alex Weisberg
Dr. Louis Weisberg
Harold Rubnitz
Charles Rubnitz

Claudia and Gerry Katz
Family

Elizabeth Aranyi
Joseph Aranyi
Serena Katz Emil
Katz Michael
Craith Violet
Craith Martin
Kord Evelyn
Woloz Harold
Woloz Martin
Herskovits
Joseph Aranyi
Elizabeth Aranyi

Judith Katz and
Family

Bernard Katz
Julius Katz
Mollie Katz
George Kuller

Ronald Katz and Family

Maddie Katz
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jill and Aly Kaufman
Fred Kaufman
Adele Wiener
Judi Kaufman
Gloria and Al Kaufman

Jennifer Kaufman and Vladimir Valdes
Suzy Kaufman
Roy and Judi Kaufman
Al and Gloria Kaufman
Sam and Sadie Rice Fred
Kaufman Lewis
Weitzman
Dr. Paul Rudnick
Larry Ramer
Adele Weiner

Loretta and Vic Kaufman
Louis W Everett
Sadie Everett
Dr. Stanley Everett
Florence Kaufman
Albert Kaufman

Susan and Stephen Kay
Judith Kay
Harry and Clara Bloch
Hede and Jack Goldsmith
Jack and Fanny Kay
Sharlyn Lederfine
Murray Lederfine
Steffi Bloch
Lawrence Bloch

The Keller Family
Alma Keller
William Herskovic
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Azita, Ramin, Nicholas, and Ryan Khalili

Ezatollah Shadgou

His three sons, Ardeshir, Kourosh and Daniel Khazaei, daughters-in-law, Karen Firstenberg and Karoline Hassfurter and grandchildren, Dalia, Max, Eitan, Eva and Noa

Itzhak Khazaei

His wife Barbara Firstenberg, daughter Karen Firstenberg, sons Michael and Josh Firstenberg, son-in-law Kim Khazaei, daughter-in-law Halley Firstenberg and grandchildren Benjamin, Elle, Eitan and Noa

Steven Allan Firstenberg

Jo and Irv Kierman

Selma Gluck
William Morris Gluck
David S. Kierman
Gertrude Kierman
Kierman Morris
Morris B. Gluck

Rick and Jodi Kirkbride and Family

Maurice Cutler

Bill, Katie and Izzy Kleiman

Alberta Cooper
Joseph Kleiman
Robert Kleiman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Shirley Kleiman

IN MEMORY OF:

Joseph Kleiman
Robert Kleiman
Gertrude Present
William Present

Alvin and Nancy Klein, Darin Klein and Natalie Mendiola, Leslie Klein and Noah Singer

Sam Dubman
Joan Lippman
Alex Klein
Rose Klein

Susan Donner and Eric Klein
Noah and Eliana Donner-Klein

Marvin B. Klein

Susan Donner and Eric Klein
Noah and Eliana Donner-Klein
Janet Miller

Donald Miller Judith B. Klein

Jonathan Klein

Amiram Klein

Kimia Klein

Mardkhai Ghiam

Sharyn Klein, Jason Klein, Alison and Brett Bartman

Rebecca and Michael Golden
Shirley Golden
Ida and Samuel Kurfeerst
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Walter Klein
Stanley Kuft
Irene Klein
Gilbert Klein
Norman Narwitz
Shirley Golden

Stanley and Reneen Klein
Herman Klein
Gertrude Klein
Howard Ganulin
Leo Miller
Bernice Miller
Jack Shy
Lillian Shy
Lois Caplan
Evelyn Caplan
Howard Sobel
Bruce Sherman
Judy Leventhal

Maxine and Gary Kleinman
Anne and Morrie
Kleinman Myron
and Celia Israel
Izzie and Anna
Kirschenbaum

Lauren Kloner Weiner and Martin Weiner
Simon and Mildred Kloner
Elias Hanna
Martin and Bonnie Hyman
Blake and Mildred Weiner

The Kolodny Family
Edith and Martin Seehoff
Doris Ben Joseph
Maxwell Kolodny
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Konowitch/Mendez Families
Rosalind S. Vee
Alan J. Vee
Michael Marsh
Elsie Konowitch
Jerome Konowitch

Joseph Kopecky
Lilli Kopecky
Alexander Kopecky
Anna Lustfield

Shelby Kopecky
Lorraine Harris

Jenny and Ariel Kopelioff
Marta Maercovich
Marcos Kopelioff
Fefe Kopelioff
Alberto Maercovich

The Koppelman Family
Gloria Gans
Robert Gans
Muriel Clark
Etta Sanders
Marie Franklin
Donald Franklin

Leon and Lynne Kosdon
Sylvia Williams
Morris and Esther Kosdon
Jack Lewine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Drs. Marvin and Robin
Koven

Karyn and Victoria

IN MEMORY OF:

Sydney B. Koven
Bette Taylor
Ellis Taylor
Betty Koven

The Joyce and Paul Krasnow
Family

Gertrude Krasnow
Ben Krasnow
Ira Harris
Hilda Harris
Morry Behar
David Goldstein
Sara Goldstein
Hershey Eisenberg
Nada Krasnow

Judy and Bob
Kreisberg

Harold Kreisberg
Miriam Kreisberg
Marvin Sonosky
Shirley Sonosky

Judith, Alixandra, and Benjamin Kriegsman

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heiman

Martha Nugit Kritt

Bertha Nugit

The Kroll Family

Irving B. Kroll
Robert Howard Fine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Alison and Chet Kronenberg and Maxine Brenner and Carrie Brenner and Family

Larry Brenner
Gertrude Brenner
Joan Goldstein
Joseph Goldstein
George Brenner

Alison and Chet Kronenberg and Family

Max Kronenberg
Mollie Kronenberg
David Kapper

Selma Kurtzman and Family

Myron Kurtzman
Cheryl D Kurtzman
Felice D Kurtzman
Fanny Roth
James Roth
Pauline Kurtzman
Sam Kurtzman
Harold Powell

Myron and Harriet Kusnitz and Family

Charles L. Simon
Shirley E. Simon
Anne H. Kusnitz
Max Kusnitz
Estelle Meyers
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Cantor Nathan and Donna Lam

IN MEMORY OF:

Nathan and Freida Arbeitman
Ben Arbeitman
Harold Arbeitman
David and Sarah Bluefield
Marcia Lam
Morris and Bessie Lam
Cecil Lam
Max Lam
Meyer Lam
Louis Lam
Charles and Sylvia Lazerus
Max and Ethel Weiss
Jacob Lam
Dora Lam
Kurtz Simon Lam
Henry Weiss
Anita Weiss

Nancy Landau and Family

Janice Glober
Lee J Glober

Carole and Gary Lazar and Family

Jean Starr

Les, Joyce, Cyndy, David, Michael, and Jonathan

Harry Hans Lederer
Irving Chavin
Fannie Chavin
Hal Gaba

The Lee Family

Marvin and Bernice
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
Lee
Karl
Li
Tt
ner
J
odi
Sa
x

IN MEMORY OF:
67
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Mike, Chris and Steve Leebove

James Leewong and Laurie Glickman

Barbara Y. Leff and Family

The Leib Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Sam and Sydell Leebove Al and Helen Melnick Melinda Walker

Helen Leewong Earnest Leewong Miriam Glickman Daniel Glickman Aaron Friedman Jennie Friedman Henry Friedman Peggy Friedman Samuel Glickman Frieda Glickman Elliot Glickman Sylvia Glickman Christina Lau Janae Olivia Yan Michael Yuan Samantha Yuan David Glickman

Donald Leff, M.D. Sanford Leff Morris Young Pearl Young Saul Leff Ann R. Leff Ellice Laub

Norman Leib
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Barbara and Andrew Leigh

IN MEMORY OF:

Judd Leonard Beckoff
Helen Beckoff

Nina Leung and Bryan Leung

Jacqueline Pearlson
Herbert Pearlson
Sara and Paul Geller Barney
Silver Rose and Haim Zall Albert Pearlson
Fred and Lyla Geller
Dean CK Leung

Donald and Bernice Leve

Ray E. Leve
Ann Leve
Goldie Shankman
Saul Shankman
Shirley Leve

David and Susan Leveton,
Steven, Shelbee, Rylee and Brady Leveton,
David, Stephanie, Noah and Nathalie Kingsdale

Dr. Henry S. Leveton
Marion Leveton
Hans Erlanger
Ilse Erlanger

Michael and JoAnn Levey
Melissa Surbeck and Jessica Tennant

Mordecai Halpern
Jack Levey
Shirley Levey
Barbara Beck

Bea Levin and Family
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  IN MEMORY OF:

King S. Levin
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  

Benjamin, Carey, and Tess Levin  

IN MEMORY OF:  

Michael A. Levin

Susan, Murray, Jason and Jana Levin

Lynton B. Levin

Susan, Murray, Jason and Jana Levin, Lewis Nick, Joanne Rackow and Family

Janice Nick

Nancy Levin and Family, Amanda, Ben, Carey Tess, Bernard and Kevin

Michael Levin  
Carl R. Levin  
Henrietta S. Levin  
Katherine Joffee  
S. Bernard Joffee  
Harriett Joffee  
Phoebe Rosenthal  
David Rosenthal

Susi Levin

Elsa and Hugo Stern

Susi Levin and Family

Lisl and Walter Wise  
Edward Levin

Karen and Ben Levine

Arthur Levine

Karen, Ben, Ryan and Justin Levine and Barry West

Sheila West
Sally and Marty Levine

Leo Levine
Frieda Levine
Solomon Baggin
Yetta Baggin
Muriel Stein
Al Stein
Sandra Levine

Lloyd and Sonia Levitin

Dr. Joseph Levitin
Helen Levitin
Max Wolff
Helene Wolff
Walter Eppstein
Vera Eppstein
Werner Lange
Judy Sullivan

Bev and Barry

Louis Levitt
Ruth Levitt
Abe Kaye
Mollie Kaye

Lolly Levy, AnnDee and Jeff Levy, Jan and Bob Shpiner and Stevie and Rachel Levy, Michael and Carly Shgrin Zoe and Aaron Shpiner

Ted Levy

Lolly, Jeff, AnnDee, Jan, Bob, Stevie, Rachel, Michael, Carly, Aaron, Zoey

Ted Levy
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Shelly and Don Levy and Families

Sam Schiller
Ruth Schiller
Harold Schiller
Kenneth P. Levy
Joshua Levy
Judith Kerzin
Lillian Levy
Marjorie Levy

The Levy Family

Mildred Pearl Goldstein
Matthew Goldstein

Laura Geller Levy Coutin
and Ronald S. Coutin
Family

Cynthia Anne Levy
Esther Marcus Geller
Samuel Levine Geller
Dina and Chaim Marcus
Sophie Levine and William Rowe Florence and
George Coutin

Sheldon, Rachelle and Mike Lewenfus

David Lewenfus
Odette Oliensis
Alexis Oliensis
Gabriel Oliensis

Jessica Lewis and Sabrina Beldner

Steve Winard
Pearl and Harold Winard
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Finkelstein and Lewis Family
Anne and Sam Finkelstein Sarah and Abraham Auerbach Yetta and Sam Cohen Imanuel Lewis
Lillian Lewis
Violet Lewis
Samson Lewis
Fay Brody
Nicole Brody
Irving Finkelstein

Mickey, Steve, and Lisa Lewis and Deena and Mike Wachtel
Lila and Jerry Lewis Rose and David Lewis Sondra and Mitchell Shames Mollie and Sam Snookal

Mae Lichtig and Family
Hugh Lichtig
Stella Lichtig
Henry Lichtig
Ben Cohn
Belle Dix
Isaac Dix

Myron and Arlene Lieberman
Edith Wexler
George Wexler
Helen Weiss
Rose Lieberman
Herman Lieberman
Sylvia Shaul
Sylvian Schwartz
William Weinlood
Sam Hodes
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  

Jeff and Linda Linden and Families  

Edythe Lipen and Family  

Robert Linden  
Alisa and Danielle Sheldon and Sherrie Lipsky  

Sherrie Lipsky  

Sherrie Lipsky and Alisa and Danielle Sheldon  

Judith Litvack and  
The Atlas-Stein Family  

The Lloyd Family  
Sheila Lokitz  

IN MEMORY OF:  

Harry W. Berman  
Gertrude Linden  
Mollie Berman  
Robert Linden  

Saul Cohen  
Diane Cohen  
Ben Feldman  
Isaac Lipen  
Max Yoken  

Dan Sheldon  

Gerald Lipsky  

Nancy Lipsky  

Louise and Joseph Goldenson  

Elliott Lokitz  
Rosetta Feinberg  
Albert Murray  
Maurice Lokitz  
Sarah Weisberg  
Samuel Weisberg  
Selma Lokitz
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Lucas Family
Ellen Lucas
Esther Lucas
Harry Lucas
Arlene Strull
Edward Strull
Shirley Mascio
Bernard Lucas

Teri and Roy Lyons
Mildred Lyons
William T. Roberts
Wm. Thomas Roberts

Sidney H. Lyons
Dorelle Lyons
John Lyons
Henrietta S. Lyons
Elizabeth A. Sirmay, M.D.
Beverly Sondel

Ilya Lyudmirsky
Steven Lyudmirsky
Lev Lyudmirsky
Malvina Sergievich
Dimitri Sergievich
Rosalia Einoch
Valentina Volkov
Cecil Lyudmirsky

The Macy Family
Florence Macy
Aaron Meerovich

Kourosh and Nazy Maddahi
Nemat Pourmorady
Nasser Maddahi
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Debra Magit

Barry, Marcia and Shawn Maiten

Louise and Michael Mandell and family Doree Hagar

Louise and Michael Mandell, Doree Hagar

Louise and Michael Mandell and Family

Mannheim Family - Jonah, Gracie, Lauren, and Michael

Joshua and Marushka, Doree Hager

Larry and Carol Mann

IN MEMORY OF:

Jack R. Magit, M.D.
Bertie Okun
Sam Okun
Sylvia Ovitz
David Ovitz

Sherry and Ernie
Goldenfeld Ida and Joe Goldenfeld
Lorraine Maiten
Cecil Levy
Brown and Max Brown
Anna and Benjamin Maiten

Rose Gantz

Esther Shouman

Della Mandell
Julius Mandell

Lee Bruce Nole

Rose Gantz

Sydney Allen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
Leo Allen Samuel
Mann

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Sadie Mann
Lynda Allen
Melvin Mann
Mortimer Mann
Adele Mann

In Memory of:

Joan and Sid Marantz, Kaitlyn and David Nealy,
Wendy, Eric, Alexis and Tyler Levine

Abram Adler
Gertrude Marantz
Leo Marantz
Barry Adler
Melissa Marantz Nealy

The Marcovitch and Samborsky Families

Nate Samborsky
Ida Campanella
Rhoda Marcovitch
Jack Marcovitch
Paul Gottlieb

The Marcus Family

Bertram John Allenstein
Ruth Cohen Allenstein
Bernice Allenstein
Simpson Marcus
Budgie Marcus
May Allenstein

Margie Marenus

William Marenus
Reenie Bender
Robert Lustgarten
Bernice Lustgarten
Meyer Marenus
Emma Marenus
Faye Marenus
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Myrna and Irv Margol
Cindy and Glenn Zoller

Bobby and Barbara Margolis

Jewel and Paul
Markell

Carole and Elliott Markoff

The Markowitz Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Dora Margol
William Margol
Ann Schilling
Harold Schilling
Irving Levy
Beverly Levy
Linda Zoller
Bernard Lefko
Estelle Lefko
Sam Levy

Abe Margolis
Marion Margolis
Ronny Margolis
Ridge Friedel

Sydney J Chester
Samuel Markell
Josephine Markell
Esther Chester
Nancy Avergun
Donald Markell
Dr. Ellis Markell

Janet and Albert Goodman
Grace and Dave Markoff
Andrew Markoff

Nathan and Tonia Rosenblatt

Herman Markowitz

79
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Margie, Jamie and Hilary Markus and Scott, Zach and Brett Friedman

The Marley Family

Chele and Ruben Marmet and Family

Jeffrey and Sherry Marsh and Family

Michelle and Matthew Marsh

Roberta and Paul Marshall and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Florence Pine
Arthur Pine
Craig Markus
Morton Friedman

Sion Ebrahimian

Lisa and Nahum Marmet
Geraldine and Mortimer S Green
Todd R Green
Olga Horwitz

Hymie Goldsher
Anita Goldsher
Steven Goldsher
Joseph Marsh
Ida Marsh
Michael Marsh
Kimball Marsh
Marvin Marsh
Gene Marsh

Abraham Glass
Arthur Marsh

Gertrude Kornweiser
Kerman Kornweiser
Albert Marshall
Ceil Marshall
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Eric and Michelle Massi
Wendy Otelsberg
Bernard Fisher
Martin and Lila Otelsberg
Zegmund Bleviss

Judith and Terry Matz
Paul David Matz

Markus May Family
Craig Irwin Markus

Lynn Bilkiss McAlister and Family
Ed Hoffman
Ida Hoffman
Frances Hoffman
Bob Bilkiss
Bernice Bilkiss
Al Bilkiss
Jim Bilkiss
Larry Bilkiss

Jerry, Merle, David and Joanna Measer
Jesse Measer
Ann Measer
Joe King
Dorothy King

Milton and Adelaide Meisner
Hi Hand
Bee Hand

Orley, Bobby, Natalie, Gabriella and Leah Melamed
Jacob Yacov Vanunu
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. James and Rose Meltzer,
Gregory Meltzer
Mark, Alex, Gary Jacobs

Michael Meyer and Heather Sprung,
and Zachary Meyer

The Meyer Family - Steven Meyer,
Michael Meyer and Heather Sprung,
and Zachary Meyer

Gary, Ellen, Brian, Adam,
Noah, Laura and Ashton Michel

Sylvia Milberg

IN MEMORY OF:

Sarah Meltzer
Max Meltzer
Woody Segal
Mollie Segal
Ethel Newman

Ada R. Meyer
Karl H. Meyer
Joseph G. Meyer
Eleanor Meyer
Max and Irma Meyer

Alfred Blumenthal
Arthur and Helen Kuzan
Sam and Henrietta Kuzan
Estelle Camm

Jay Winthrop

David E. Milberg
Bessie Mager
Max Mager
Belle Gorelnik
Sybil Wegman
Ralph Wegman
Anna Schechner
Sophie Sklar
Ben Sklar
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Lowell Milken

Her children and grandchildren

Her sister-in-law and brother-in-law

His children and grandchildren

His wife, children and grandchildren

Ingrid, Ron, Jack and James Milkes

Maureen and Paul Milkes

Paul Milkes and Carol Oleesky

The Millar Family Karen, Sanford, Aaron, and Jonathan

IN MEMORY OF:

Louis Zax
Bernard Milken
Odell Silverstein

Helen Hackel

Leah Milken

Murray Hackel

Bernard Milken

Molly Leboff

Saul Rubenstein
Ruth Rubenstein
Andrew Milkes
Irene Milkes

Stephanie Milkes
Molly LeBoff

Louis Nathan Klein
Betty Klein
Gertrude Millar
Murray Millar
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gary Minzer
Dana, Richard, Josh, Shanna, Sophie, Riley, Dylan Smith, Errin, Andre, Layla Calib Riley

IN MEMORY OF:

Irene D. Minzer
Saul Minzer

Malka and Oded Miodovsky, Avinoam, Sharon, Boaz and Karine

Esther Varshavsky

Malka and Oded Miodovsky, Sharon, Boaz, Avinoam

Shlomo Varshavsky
Charna Miodovsky
Gershon Miodovsky
Avinoam Miodovsky
Micha Kali

Mokhtarzadeh Family

Said Mokhtarzadeh
Baherah and Khanbaba
Soufer

Sharleen, Shahpour, Lauren, Ethan and Jonathan Mokhtarzadeh

Victoria and Meir Siani

Kian, Doris, David Moradzadeh and Family

Nejat Moradzadeh

Alissa and Mike Moran

Blossom Foreman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Adriane and Allan Morrison
Kenneth Morrison
Fred and Hannah Morrison
David and Libby Modlin Tevis
Rose Seligman Phil and Lillian Marylander
Hy and Mary Glick
Neil and Sara Rosenblatt Stuart
Marylander
Freda Moscowitz
Jack Moscowitz
Sophie Bernstein
Jack Bernstein
Faye Moscowowitz
Maurice Moscowitz
Lois and Owen Muller
Edna Bolno
Lois May Muller
Frances and Harry Bloch
Ephraim, Albert and Kay Bloch
Milton and Mimi Kail
Claudia Skip Slivinski
Louis and Clara Kail Eddie and Gloria Kail
Stanley May
Owen Muller
Lloyd and Corinnee Muller
Herbert and Lillian Muller
Elaine Muller
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Deena, Edward, Andrew and Allison Nahmias

IN MEMORY OF:

Michael and Edith
Nahmias Joseph and Rebecca Alterescu
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Robert and Florence Nairin and Family

Helen Jacobs
William Jacobs
Henrietta Nairin
Nathan Nairin
Scott Weiss

IN MEMORY OF:

Your Children: Ilana Bibi Namvar, Caroline Guitty Bolour, John Y. Harounian, Isabelle Harounian, and Nataly Namvar

Jacquelyn Sara Harounian
Parviz Yehezkel Harounian

Sigalit, Ron, Leeor and Maya Plafkin

Lola and Tibi
Schwartz Stella and Reuben Nachmias
Leeor Novick
Abraham Zarfati

Cynthia Neiman, Benjamin, Jeff and David Krause

Benjamin Neiman
Bernice Neiman
Charles Krause
Edward Lieberman

Janis and Darren Neishuler

Bea and Harry
Leff Gene and Kate Neishuler

Janis and Darren Neishuler and Russel Arslan

Justin S. Neishuler

The Neuhoff Family

Rose and Richard Miller
Michael Neuhoff
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Arlene and Arnold Newman and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Joseph Ash
Sadye Ash
Joseph Newman
Johanna Newman

Stuart and Sandra Newmark and Family

Mollie Katch
Rose Goldstein
Zack Beiser
Steven Beiser
Louis Newmark
Sylvia Newmark

The Nickfardjam Family

Moluk Songhorian

Tamara Nikzad

Benjamin Shaffer

Erna, Michael, Stephanie and Shannon Nissan, and The Zeller Family

Frances and Maurice Zeller

Erna, Michael, Stephanie, Shannon, Olivia and Remington Nichols-Nissan and The Nissan Family

Rachel and Shlomo Nissan

Michael, Stephanie, Shannon, Olivia, Remington, and Erna Nissan
Herzel Nissan
The Nissan and Zeller Families

Stuart Zeller
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Judi and Frank
Niver

Max and Thelma
Mednick

Mildred Niver
Marzell Al Niver

Gene, Etta, Candace and Jamie
Silverman

Loved by Noriani Family, Nankin Family,
Goldman Family and Ramirez Family

Sara Nankin

Abraham Nankin
Nancy Norris and
Family

Ira Norris
Charlotte Friedman
Theodore Friedman
Ruth Nudelman
Sol Nudelman
Pauline Lieberman

Doreen, Donald, Kara, Greg and
Kim Nortman and Millie Karp

Dr. Mark L. Karp
P. Bernard Nortman
Dora and Naftuly
Karp
Sala Karp
Kiwa Karp
Dr. Samuel Liebshard
Herman Liebshard
Etta and Morris
Citron Herman
Citron Gussie
Lasher
Lewis Lax
Arthur Nortman
Pearl Grant
Berta Liebshard
Dorothy Nortman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Joel and Deborah Norwood and Family
- Alan Alpern
- Molly and Max Friedman
- Sheldon Brandman
- Meyer and Lottie Norwood
- Ida and Bernie Alpern

Sandra Novicoff and Family
- Allen Novicoff
- Albert and Jeanne Hoffman
- Sam and Ida Novicoff
- Michael Wenger
- Alma Hutkin

Bob, Sue, Warren, Alison, Molly, Adelaide, Greg, Tessa, Samantha, Chantal, Jack, Charlie and Jordyn Oberman
- David Obstgarten
- Ida Oberman
- Walter Oberman
- Chester Brown
- Ray Leibowitz
- Joe Lombardi
- Rita Leibowitz
- Sylvia Kaufman
- Ralph Kaufman
- Frances Obstgarten

Fred and Mona Oken
- Mitchell Rubin
- Irene Rubin
- Harry Oken
- Bertha Oken
- Dorothy Oken
- Sam Wisotsky
- Ann Wisotsky
- Allen Wisotsky
- Betty Bloom
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  
Ruth and Allen Orbuch and Family  
Faith Louise Rosen  
Jacob J. and Bessie R.  
Rosen Abe and Sarah R.  
Orbuch Louis I. and Ethyl G.  
Birnbaum Dave and Bernice Blazer  
Jay B. Rosen  
Rhoda H. Rosen  
The Ordower Family  
Ben and Rita  
Ordower Lillyan and Irving  
Ordower Yetta and Jacob  
Ordower Sadie, Elias, and David Neiman  
Phyllis Stein Freund  
Manuel Freund  
Isadore Stein  
Lena and Louis Scott  
Rebecca and Julius Stein  
Barbara Stein  
Carol Scott  
Leora Orevi and Family  
Yitzak Levy  
Leah Levy  
Zelma Orevi  
Itzhak Orevi  
Israel Chaim Orevi  
The Ostrov Family  
Myrna C. Ostrov
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jerry, Scott, Emily, Charlotte and Finley Otelsberg, Michelle and Eric Massi

Martin and Lila Otelsberg
Harry and Claire Chayt Max
and Yetta Hundert
Louis and Regina Klein
Joseph and Sylvia Otelsberg
Bernie Fisher
Wendy Otelsberg
Charles Blair

Robyn, Scott, Jen, Jake, David, Rachel and Lauren Paletz

Marian and Bill Soronoff
Bernard and Cynthia Paletz

The Paul Family

Susie Kozberg
Walt Malinofsky

Milli Pecora and Family

Anna and William Buchalter
Minnie and Ben Greenberg
Charlotte Pecora
George Pecora

Irene and Marvin Perer

William Perer
Ethel Perer
Michael Waldman
Bess Waldman
Albert Davis
Ronald Kaizer
Rita Simon
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Perlstein, Gordon and Karambellas Families

Harry Perlstein
Bertha Perlstein
Joseph Perlstein
Bobbi Perlstein
Walter Perlstein
Belle Perlstein
Herman Gordon
Bertha Gordon
Jack Gordon
Muriel Gordon

Edwin Perlstein
The Persky Family

Claire and Eli Persky

The Petrus Family

Gertrude S. Laham
Jeffrey Michael Petrus
Steven Zachary Petrus

Ira, Robin, Brian, Marissa, Natalie and Lila Pianko

David Pianko
Barnett Love
David Jordan Pianko
Bessie Pianko

The Pinkus and Popick Families

Ernst Pinkus
Hilde Pinkus
Phillip P. Popick
Miriam Popick
Roslyn Popick Pinkus
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jack, Miriam, Phillip, Kimberly, Joey, Jenna, Lyla, Olivia, and Emma Pitson

IN MEMORY OF:

Joseph Pitson
Alegra Pitson
Herman Blumenfeld
Cyla Blumenfeld
Leon Pitson

Ray and Ada Pivo

Jacob, Ida and Leah Machlin
Jack and Esther Pivo Bessy
and Sylvia Glassman

Robyn, Scott, Jen, Jake, Josh, David,
Rachel, and Lauren Paletz

Marian and Bill Sornoff
Bernard and Cynthia Paletz

Nancy, Gary, Cindy and Dr. Marc Plotkin

William Plotkin
Molly Plotkin
Benjaman Kaufman
Lynn Kaufman

The Plutsky Family

Herman and Fannie Plutsky

Janet and David Polak and Family

Oscar Wasserman
Bert Polak
Sara Polak
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Seema Pollack and Family
Larry Pollack
Irving Pollack
Rose Pollack
Joseph Joseph J
essie Joseph
Robert Joseph
Shirley Goren
Arlene Newman

Byrdie Lifson-Pompan
and Hal Lifson
Francene and Jerry Lifson
Robert Lifson

Helen Randall and Frank
Ponder
Max Ponder
Helga Ponder
Margit Ponder Levy
Sigmund Perutz
Zosia (Sophie) Perutz

Lora, Rabin, Rachel,
Eli and Jonah
Pournazarian
Saeed Moradi

Heidi and Albert Praw and
Family
Sidney Ross
Ruth Ross
Maurice Praw
Lloyd Douglas
Tamara Praw

The Pressberg Family - Sheryl, Ken,
Matt and Jennifer, Erica, and David and
Raquel
Claire Green
Sidney Pressberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Sheldon, Debora, Jeremy, and Adam Presser

Leonard Liebermann, and Reva Glick

Edwin Prober

Ruth and Robert Pushkin and Family

Starr and Rahm Families

The Rauch and her extended Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Reva Glick
Leonard and Shirley Liebermann
Harry and Blanche Presser

Shirley Liebermann
Harry and Blanche Presser

Shirley Berkus
Ben and Cecil
Prober Adrianne
Prober Barbara
Prober

Denise Morriss Rose

Anna and Louis Benjamin
Brown Saul and Celia Rogers
Sarah and Meyer
Zeiger David and Rae Pushkin
Joe Brown
Shirley Brown
Ann Pushkin
Steven Mark Pushkin
Ben Pushkin
Barbara Klass

Rose Starr
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Rauch Family

Alexander H. Newhouse
Ann Newhouse
Julie Rauch
Carl L. Rauch
John H. Rauch
Harold Richman

Ron Redholtz, Larry Redholtz
And Elaine Pearce

Sam (Zada) Jacobson
Becky (Buba) Jacobson
Al Rae and Alyce Rae

Ron Redholtz, Larry Redholtz,
Elaine Pearce, Rachel Pearce,
And Valerie Antonini

Morris Redholtz
Julie Redholtz
George Pearce

Amy Reichbach, Samantha
and Julia Henschel

Henry and Mary Reichbach
Isidore and Pearl Murstein
Miriam Reichbach
Betts and Fred Henschel
Steve Henschel
Mary and Bob Sanderson
Gary R. Sanderson
Judee Reichbach

Her Family

Thelma Reisman

Leslie Sperber Reid

Stuart Sperber
Anne and Leonard
Ablon
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marie Leonetti
Rose and Harry Samow
Martha and Lewis Sperber

The Reisman Family

Alfred and Tillie Clark
Nat and Yetta Reisman
Coleman A. (Carl) Reisman

Arlene Vinnick

David Vinnick
Ann Klein
William Klein
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. Sheldon Reiss
Frances Reiss
Leo Reiss

Stephen Reiss
Fayla Reiss
Shaynee Reiss
Nicki B Reiss Testa
Alexis Raven Testa
Tony Testa
Jason Silverstein

Ron and Laurie Resch and
Family
Martin Meltzner
Irving Resch
Frieda Resch

Jeffrey and Linda Resnick and Family
Laura Chap
Jack Chap
Mollie Resnick
Jack Resnick
Sam Resnick
Steve Dalsimer
Lillian Shaw
Helen Cooper
Evelyn Magid
Bonnie Bearson
Elizabeth Dalsimer
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Fran and Maury Rice and Family

Beatrice Kahn
Myron Kahn
Jack Rice
Ann Rice
Stewart Rice
Dorothy Kraus
Jack Kraus
Douglas Kahn
Wendy Kahn
Sylvia Cohen
Abraham Cohen
Pam Cohen

Fran and Maury Rice, Natalie and Madeleine Rice, Allan and Jill Rice

Beatrice Kahn

Madeleine, Benjamin and Natalie Rice

Beatrice Kahn

Lynne Richter and Family

Lawrence Richter
Cele Richter
George Richter
Eloise Dessauer
Joseph Liebschutz

David, Ellen and William Rittenberg

Betty Williams
Fred Williams
Beatrice Rittenberg
Saul Rittenberg
Marcialea Rittenberg

Manny Rittenberg

Beatrice Rittenberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gayle and Lee Rodgers and Family
Rose Susnow Blumenthal
David A. Susnow, M.D.
Sonia Rosenblum
Abraham Rosenblum
H. David Rosenblum
Michael A. Kreinman

Ina and Harold Rogal
Melissa Rogal and Eric Wasserman
Jonathan and Stephanie Rogal
Sam, Max, Tylee, and Trevor

Harold and Sylvia Nesson
Cecilia and Abraham Rogal
Gregory Wasserman
Ali and Dan Immel
Lee Greene

Carol and Howard Rosen and Family

Anna Bernhard
Adolph Bernhard
Herschel Davis
Rebecca Davis
Bella Ritz Rosen
Florence Wald Rosen
Herman Rosen
Nathan Rosen
Tillie Szarfscher Wald
William Howard Wald

Shelley, Jan, Emily and Kate Rosen

Mae Shene
Robert Shene
Shirley Rosen
Joseph Rosen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jeremy Rosen and Jodi Kruger

IN MEMORY OF:

Morton Brooks
Frank Rosen
Roslyn Rosen
Mari Rosen
Henry Sommer
Elizabeth Sommer
Richard Sommer

Alan Rosen

Max Rosen
Esther Rosen

Linda and Alan Rosen

Roberta "Bobbie" Hornstein
Samuel Gellman
Pauline Gellman
Max Rosen
Esther Rosen

Linda Rosen

Samuel Gellman
Pauline Gellman

Maynard and Terri Rosen and Family

Jacob and Sarah Sloan
John and Tillie Rosen
Albert and Lucille Rosen
Isadore Dorfman
Jerry and Trudi and Beth Berman
Tony and Zora
Sloan Herman
Sloan Jerry
Angrisane Marla
Bennett Sharon
Meresman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Zora Sloan
Mort Rosen and Michele Zwilling

IN MEMORY OF:

Sam and Flora
Schwartz Edward and
Loretta Berger Isadore
and Eva Rosen
Herb, Perry, and Yvonne
Schwartz Phyllis Berger
Germansky Rita Rosen
Weiner Bertram Werner

Audrey, Seth, Rebecca and Stephen Rosen

Arthur Pine
Florence Pine
Craig Markus
Beverly Rosen

Charles and Isabel
Rosenbaum

Bernard Rosenbaum
Olga Rosenbaum
Frances Josepher
Sol Josepher

The Rosenberg Family, The Persky Family, Children,
Grandchildren, and
Great-Grandchildren

Ruth and Hyman Singer

Shirley H. Rosenberg

Milton Rosenberg
Jack Haskin
Donald Haskin
Dana Haskin
Eva Haskin
Fred Rothman
Cecelia Rothman
Mary Rappaport
Abe Rappaport
Stephanie King
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  IN MEMORY OF:
Joseph Raglow
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Wilma and Michele Rosenberg
Bob and Bette Rosenbloom
Charles Rosenbloom
The Jack A. Rosenfeld Family
The Rosenson Family
Susan, Ed and Seth Rosenson

IN MEMORY OF:

Maxwell and Frances Cohen
Irvin Rosenbloom
Laula Rosenbloom
Morris Miller
Rose Sherman Kahn
Fred Rosenbloom
Jennifer Honick
Hazel Miller
Dr. David Rosenbloom
Jack A. Rosenfeld
Jane B Rosenfeld
Helene M Rosenfeld
Grace Rosenfeld
Julius Rosenfeld
Carolyn Newman
Rosa Belmont
Henry E. Belmont
Mary Jean Belmont
Joseph S. Belmont
Walter Maier
Gertrude Maier
Celly Rosenson
Ted Rosenson
Ted and Celly Rosenson
Saul and Lorraine Pepper
Lovingly Remembered By:  

Marvin and Jonathan Rosenthal  
Berna Lee Landsman Rosenthal

Stacey and Steve Rosenthal  
Richard Schiff  
Pearl Bass  
Bruce Nole

Fran Morris-Rosman, Richard and Randal Rosman

Arlene Meyers  
Shirley R. Morris  
David S. Meyers  
Jennie Federgreen  
Irving Federgreen  
Sarah Morris  
David T. Factor  
Ruth B. Factor  
Ida Margolis  
Bobby Margolis  
Phil Federgreen  
Ceal Pepper  
Irving Pepper  
Franklin Morris  
Ed Morris  
Sidney Morris  
Marian Morris  
Mildred and Arthur Woodnick  
Ted Morris  
Stan Waco

Richard and Randal Rosman, Fran Morris-Rosman

Elliot S. Rosman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  

Mindy Glazer

Clair Glazer  
Sam Glazer  
Steven Glazer

Shellie and Gary Ross

Charles Esacoff  
Bette Ross  
Louis Krasn  
Sam Ross

Erin, Michael, Julia, Teddy, and Louis Rotgin

Joseph Baron  
Ann and Sam Cooper  
Glenn Cooper  
Edith Baron

Kathy, Michael, and Richard Roth

Sam Roth

Helen, Alan, Emily and Todd Rubenstein

Bella and Sol Rubinstein  
Edward Rubenstein

Lori and Rachel Rubin

Sylvia Rubin

Martin Lesak Family  
Vera Rubin Family

Eva Lesak  
Aana Lesak  
Mike and Margaret Lesak
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Sam and Ann Rubinfeld

IN MEMORY OF:

Beno Ameti
Blanche Rubinfeld
Rubin Rubinfeld
Helen Ameti

Ken and Wendy Ruby and Family

Ben G. Ruby
Jeanne C. Ruby
David Warsaw
James H. Warsaw

Matthew and Tiffany Cullen

Joe Cullen

Randi and Neil Cohen

Viola H. Cohen
Gerson C. Cohen

Randi Ruimy and Andi Korshak
Tiffany and Matthew Cullen

Samuel Goosen

Randi Ruimy and Andrea Korshak

Gary Goosen

The Russ and Mendelson Families

Frieda and Erwin Loeb
Joseph Loeb
Herman Russ
Henry Loeb
Ronald Gutierrez

The Russ Family

Morris and Tillie Russ
Rhoda Russ
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Richard, Dana, Julia and Sam Russakoff

Dr. and Mrs. Israel Salin

The Salzman Family

Carol, Carl, and Steven Samrock

Tricia, Eric and Sy Samuels

The Sands Family-Corrine, Lenny, Adrienne, Michael, Beth, Daniel and Emily

Sapiro and Sokolow families

IN MEMORY OF:

Norman F. Russakoff

David Berkovitz
Gersh Tsalolikhin
Feiga Boyarsky
Israel Boyarsky
Sarah Blox

Gene Salzman
Frances Salzman
Simmy Jacobs
Doris Jacobs

Samuel Andelman
Helen Andelman
Victor Samrock
Hyla Samrock

Esther Samuels
Louis Samuels
Charles Samuels
Yetta Hahn
Cyril Smith
Harriet Schiele

Max and Faye
Suponitsky Majer
Pulvermacher

Shirley Sapiro
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Betti Brown Saslow

Dr. George Spears
Rina Spears-Weinstein
Leonard Brown
Abe Saslow
Ann Gernhardt

Nancy and Allen Satenberg and Family

David Satenberg
Dr. Mayer Green
Phyllis Green
Ruth Satenberg
Barbara Schwartz
Bonnie Bearson

Barbara and Jeff Scapa, Nicolas Scapa,
Joanna and Steve Anavim

Art Schimmel

The Scapa Family

Captain Jack Scapa

His wife, children and grandchildren

Eric Kiwi

The Scher Family

Lawrence R. Tashman

Bobbi and Joel Scherr,
Jessica Lewis and Sabrina Belder-Lewis
Adam, Lori, Olivia and Mason Lewis

Harold B. Winard
Pearl Winard
Steve Windard
Edna Goldberg
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
The Schiff Family
Kerri and John Schneider
Fred Schulcz, Leah Weil, Stephen and Elizabeth Schulcz
Gloria and Arne Schwartz, Sandy Sigal and Mark and Sheila Sigal
Schwartz Family
Marc and Kelly Schwartz
Sam, Rita and David Schwartz, Elizabeth, Steven, Jared, Koby, Evan Resnick
Grand-daughter Emmanuelle Schwartzman and Great-grandchildren Ethan Ari Schwartzman and Avital Hannah Schwartzman

IN MEMORY OF:
Mildred Schiff
Martha Valz
Ruth Schulcz
Steve Schulcz
Sadie Biegel
Rhea Schwartz
Arlene Schwartz
Myna Schwartz
Arnold Schwartz
Rose D. Schwartz
Arthur Schwartz
Aaron I. Zeigerson
Fannie K. Zeigerson
Roey K. Cooper
Sylvia K. Goldberg
Samuel R. Goldberg
Etya Borton
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Segal Family: Marilyn, Errol, Erica, Josh, Katie, Darren and Family

Rose and Meyer Ellman
Bryan Klein
Maynard Ellman
Ida and Boris Lavietes
Morris Segal
Rae and Gale Shapiro Helen and
Sam Shapiro
Ben Waller
Marlene Waller

Marc Segall and Peggy Simons

Michael Segall

Barbara, Emily and Teddy Seidman

Allen Seidman
Miriam and Soval Resner
Jean Rosson
Bess and Edward Seidman
Ray and Shirley Kornfeld
Rodney Friedman

The Edwin H. Seigel Family

Mr. Edwin H Seigel
Mrs. Robert Winston
Mr. Robert Winston
Rebecca Seigel

Selesnick and Bulmash Families

Henry and Bertha
Selesnick Irving
and Fae Babbitt
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Julie, Brad, Sami and Gregory Shames
Rachel, Gabe and Emma Waterman

Sondra Shames
Mitchell Shames
Sam Snookal
Mollie Snookal

Sally, David, Valerie, Ben and Daniel Shane

Gerald Shane

Elaine and Phil
Shapiro

Minnie and Louis
Lercher Liba and
Jacob Shapiro
William Shapiro

Rose and Richard Sheinfeld

Leonard Sheinfeld
Sally Sheinfeld
Edward Feria

Ellen and Elliot Shell and
Family

Roy Pettit
Eleanor Pettit
Murray Shell
Edith Shell

Sharona and Ben Shenassa

Enayat Shenassa
Firouz Yasharal
Fereydoun Elison
Nasrin Naftchi
Tanaz Akhlaghi

Daniel Sherkow and Randi
Sunshine and Family

Vernon A. Sherkow
Sara June Sherkow
Albert A. Sunshine
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Randi Sunshine
Cindy and Glenn Sherman
Jim, Geri, Jeff, Lisa, Alex, Amanda, Eric, Jacquelyn, Zackary, Grace, Matthew, Alison, Jackson, Devyn and Caroline Sherman, Eve Sherman, David, Cheryl, Brian, Jeanette and Nathan Hirsch
The Sherwood Family, The Bahar Family
The Shore and Fixmer Families-
Sussan and Michael, Bettina, Ariana and Jude, Alexsondra and Andrew, Isabella, and Jonathan
Bev and Bob Shpall

IN MEMORY OF:

Susan Goldman Brandes
Max Steinberg
Norma Hirsch
Alvin Hirsch
Walter Sherman
Hilde Sherman
Lena and Ben
Schulkin Irene and
Max Hirsch Ann and
Isadore Rumack
Mario Resnick
Alexander Young
Lillian Young
Helene Sherwood
Betty Fodor
John Fodor
May Shore
David Shore
Sam Shpall
Irene Shpall
Dorothy Naftalin
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:
Arnold Naftalin

IN MEMORY OF:

Dorothy Naftalin
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Jan and Bob Shpiner

Temmie and David Siegal and Family

Ellen, Richard, David, and Rebecca Shumsky

Temmie Siegal and Family

The Siegel Family

Debra, David, Jack, Dylan and Adam Siegel

The Sigal and Schwartz Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Riva Shpiner
Carol Shpiner

Jean Greenbaum
Victor Greenbaum
Helen Siegal
Sam Siegal
Adele Greene
Jerome Greenbaum
Irving Greenbaum

Lee Shumsky
Albert Shumsky
Rose Soloway
Jacob Soloway
Alex Soloway
Sidney Soloway
Yetta Shumsky
Hyman Shumsky
Milton Shumsky

David S. Siegal

Gertrude Siegel
Moses Locker
Lea Locker
Morton Siegel

Sophie Hamburger

Sadie Biegel
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ashley Silberfeld

Lillian and Paul
Maryman Max and
Anna Silberfeld

Barry and Robin
Silbermann

Mary and Irvin Chused
Hattie and Sil
Silbermann
Jeff Chused
M. James Silbermann
Dr. Esther Sinclair
Janet and Lee
Nathan Deborah
Nathan Andy
Nathan

Wendy and Larry Silver and Family
Paulette and Vern Goldschmid and Family

Esther and Herbert
Siegel Ruth and Alfred
Goldschmid
Lisa Goldschmid

Lee and Gail Silver and
Family

Ernest Mark Silver
Hortense Rosalie Silver
Geri Faye Silver
Robert Braun
Miriam Braun
Karen Braun Reiter

Sally Warshawsky and
Craig, Valerie and Samantha
Simms

Harry Warshawsky
Arlen and Delmira Simms
Zlotta and David Abracen
Sarah and Israel Zacks
Lillian and Maurice
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LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Abracen
Sarah and Emanuel Warshawsky
Elaine Cooper
Emily Shaw Frances
Garcia

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

IN MEMORY OF:

Marie Smith
Merilyn Goldberg

Bob and Renee Siragusa
Logan and Lynne Siragusa
Brent, Jamie and Braden Siragusa

Dorothy Siegel
Louis Bersen
William Siegel
Ronald Bersen
Hymie Siegel
Faye Barton
Ben and Phyllis Siragusa
Mary Padavano
Morris Cohen

Gigi and Gary Small and Susan and Leon Tuberman

Louis Weitzen

Gigi Small

Harry Vorgan

Kiki, Rena, Gary and Gigi Small; Mindy and Rob Gandin

Dr. Max Small
Howard Alweil

David and Irene Smith and Family

Esther Smith
Sol Smith
Bertha Smith
Max Smith
Bella Berkman
Sid Berkman
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Amanda, Alex, Marcia and Mark J. Smith
Bernice Lewis
Arthur L. Lewis
Jim Lewis
Esther Rose Smith
Sol Smith
Bertha and Max Smith

Sandra and Jennifer Smokler
Bert Smokler

The Sniderman Family
Rae Tugentman
Sam Tugentman
Benjamin Sniderman
Frances Sniderman

The Vizvary Family
Rae Tugentman
Sam Tugentman
Benjamin Sniderman
Frances Sniderman
Richard Vizvary
Barbara Vizvary

Arthur Snyder and Family
Barbara Snyder
Molly Cabin
David Cabin
Gertrude Snyder
Ralph Snyder
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Sobel Family
Stanley Kottwitz
Margaret Kottwitz
John Sobel
Molly Greenberg
Samuel Greenberg
Sylvia Sobel
William Sobel
Alex Kottwitz
Helen Kottwitz
Allen Siegel
Leona Siegel
Regina Kottwitz
Leslie Kottwitz

Don and Margaret Sobel
Lily Bartle
Jack Bartle
Thelma Sobel
Maurice Sobel
Florence Finberg Sobel
Bernice and Bob Goulder

Judy Sobel-Wagner and Sobel Family
Herman Sobel
Jack Wagner

Rhonda, Loren, Zach and Lexie Sokolow and Family
Margie Sokolow
Shirley Sapiro
Leonard Sokolow
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gary, Julie, Blake and Brandon Solnit

Robert H. Somers, Shauna Greene and Torry Somers

Vicki Magasinn, Pamela Strode, Francine Nicholson, and Michael Magasinn

The Sonnenberg Family

Sookman, Resnick and Arnold Families

Sandra and Avron Spector

IN MEMORY OF:

Marlene York
Morris Catch
Lillian Catch
Harry Solnit
Anna Solnit
Lenore Pridham

Stefanie Somers

Arnold W. Magasinn

Gale Sonnenberg
Jessica Sonnenberg
Bill Sonnenberg
Isabel Schechter

Robert A. Resnick
George Sookman
Eva Sheinhaus
Herman Sheinhaus
Gilbert Sheinhaus
June Sheinhaus
Joanne Baulch

Milton Berenson
Anne Berenson
Paul Berenson
Morris Spector
Bertha Spector
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Marilyn and Ronald Spencer and Family
Sam Faber
Esther Faber
Evelyn Spilholtz
Ben Spilholtz
Sarah Felker
Daniel Felker
Hannah Faber
Morris Faber

Copnick and Spiegel Family
Edward Spiegel
Kenneth Spiegel
Sienna Rae Spiegel
Sandra Schwartz

Joan Spiegel and Family
Miriam and Louis Abrams
Aaron Kahn
Margie and Milton Spiegel
Joseph Merel

Ira Brown, Shelley Spiegel and Family
Sidney Brown
Aaron Brown
David Brown
Sarah Brown

Arlene, Jake and Kyle Spiegelman
Barry Spiegelman

Lynne, Eric, Ben, and Sara Spillman
Anne Spiegel
Touba Mayeri
Jack Spillman

Lauren, Romeo, Ava, Giuliana and Matteo
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Suzy and Mark Spitz and Family

Gail and Shelly Sroloff
Samantha Rentz

Abraham, Rose, Lynnette, Jeffery and Michele Starr

The Stein and Breslau Families

IN MEMORY OF:

Trudy Weiner
Herman Weiner

Marilyn Sherman
Stanley Sherman
Steven Rentz

Ralph Starr
Abraham Feldman
Sarah Feldman
Ben Feldman
Raphael Storozumnick
Polly Storozumnick
Martin Feldman
Mary Coldiron
James Coldiron
Nathan Starr
Claire Eisenberg
Sadie Berger
Sam Starr
Dorothy Willinsky
Harry Starr
Max and Lillian
Starr Goldie
Feldman
Rose Starr

Abraham Stein
Helen Stein
Sarah Stein
Jerome Breslau
Rubin Breslau
Emma Breslau
Lawrence Stein
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ellen and Ted Stein, Jr., Jen Stein, Teri Stein, Eric Pettit, Lucy and Max Pettit

Joan and Arnie Stein

Atlas-Stein Family and Judith Litvak

Rita and Paula Stein

Phyllis and Alan Steinberg

The Kurtin - Steinberg Family - Michael, Eve, Beth, Sam, Drew and Jesse

Tammy and Joel Steinman

IN MEMORY OF:

Ruth and Harold Scher
Else and Theodore Stein

Rose and Abraham Lehman
Mary and Sam Stein
Joel Goldfus

Joseph, Louise and David Goldenson

Norman Stein
Robin Andrea Stein-Kohl

Sylvia Steinberg
Bill Steinberg
Sam Conzevoy
Sadies Conzevoy
Marshall Conzevoy

Bernard Kurtin
Lucille “Lucy” Kurtin
Oscar Steinberg
Lucille Steinberg
Michael Brodsky

Shirley Reizner
Harry Reizner
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Charles and Terri Stern and Family
Jack Stern
Belle Stern
Mike Kaplan
Candace Marson
Helen Wener

Karen, Ari and Ilana Stern
Samuel H. Rosenthal, Jr.

Reuven and Natalie Stern
Pearl Jasper
Jack Jasper
Yecheiel Stern
Rachel Stern

Marilyn Sobelman, Becky Stern, Ron, Noah and Ellie
Aaron Sobelman

Lana Sternberg
Sam Grant

Lana Sternberg, Adam and Allyson
Michel Deutsch
Robert Deutsch
Betty Deutsch

Adele Stoller and Family
Nat Stoller
Galen Stoller
Pauline and Gustave Reisner
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LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

The Stolman Family

Heather Boren, David Boren, and Lana Horwitz

Heather Boren, David Boren, and Peter Stotland

Jean Gombein Strauber

Stephen, Harriet, Ben and Jim Strauss

Stephen, Harriet, Ben, Abby and Jim Strauss

Ethyle Strommer and Family

The Stuart Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Ruzena Adler
David Adler
Minnie Stolman
David Stolman

Martha Horwitz
Herman Horwitz

Paul Stotland
Beatrice Stotland

Rosetta Gornbein Modes
Louis Gornbein
Elizabeth Gornbein
Irving Louis Strauber

Lilian Strauss
Lothar Strauss

Selma Rolnick
Morton J. Rolnick

Barry Strommer
Morris and Gertrude Aronoff Nat and Anna Strommer

Murray Stuart
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Beverly and Herb Sturman

IN MEMORY OF:

Pearl Katims
Herman Katims
David Katims
Louis Sturman
Dora Sturman
Amy Beth Sturman
Toby Shainberg
Robert Katims

Zachary and Milt Suchin

Vicki Rosenberg Suchin
Gizele Suchin
Martin Suchin
Elinor Rosenberg

Jackie Sunshine

Rebecca Zilz
Joseph Zilz
Goldy Labovitch
Joseph Labovitch
Fanny Zilz
Dr. Charles Zilz
Ruth Labovitch
Jack Labovitch
Edith Labovitch
Lou Labovitch
Loretta Labovitch

DeeDee, Karl, Zach and Josh Sussman

Gerald Demain
Wendy Demain Safran
Helen and Milton Brucker

The Szkolnick Family

Morris L. Prizant
Frank A. Prizant
Wolf Szkolnick
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Dr. B Sam, Lilian and Ethan Tabibian

Joy Tanzman and Family

Janice and Brian Tarr

The Caplan/Tash Family

The Tash Family

Stanley and Audri Tendler

Lauren and Jordan Teller

Marci Bloom

Steve, Ilyse, Jordan, Lauren and Courtney Teller

Janie and Myla Teller

IN MEMORY OF:

Soon-Kyun Jensen

Myron Jensen

Saul Tanzman

Michael A. Tarr

William Sonny Caplan

Thelma Tash

Sharon Felder

Morris Levitt

Faye Levitt

Morris Tendler

Norma Tendler

May Mitzman

Grace Eleanor Alznauer

William J. Alznauer

Jerry Teller

On our minds and in our hearts,
Always and forever
Lil and Marty Blumberg
Always loved, always missed
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ilyse, Steve, Jordan, Lauren, and Courtney Teller

Rosella and George Familian
Bertha and Fred Shapiro
David Shapiro

Grace Eleanor Alznauer

William J. Alznauer

Madelene Teperson and Family Marjorie Fuchs

Richard Teperson
Solomon Fuchs

Ann Terrick and Family

Bertha Fishel
Alfred Wachtin
Steve Wachtin
Leo Wachtin
Fanny Wachtin
Sonia Tarrish
Abe Tarrish

The Yashar Family

Sina Yashar

Toby Horn and Harold Tomin

Sam Horn
Rose Horn
Sadie Arbitel
Albert Tomin
Dorothy Tomin
Linda Tomin
Celia Rabin
Abraham Rabin
Esther and Nat
Greene
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:  

Jan Toppel  
Max and Esther Levy

Genene, Michael, Max and Lily Turndorf  
Jerome Harold Levy, Jr.  
Rosalie Schwartz Herman  
Jerome Schwartz  
Cyrelle Levy  
Jerome Harold Levy, Sr.

Juan and Rosita Tyberg  
Dr. Roberto Chiprut  
Nira Chiprut

Leandro, Lori, Francesca and Roan Tyberg  
Dara “Diti” Driz  
Betty Umansky  
Ruben Sneider  
Mario Driz  
Anna and Wolf Tyberg  
Elvira and Luis Roitman Tim and Irma Gedrich

Mark and Sofia Vaisman and Family  
Hava Bershadsky  
Froim Gilman  
Boris Bershadsky  
Simha Bershadsky  
Haim Bershadsky  
Avrham and Lea Bershadsky Gita and Vladimir Vaisman  
Boris Gilman  
Joseph Gilman  
Alexandra Gilman  
Michail Gilman
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LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Milt and Debbie Valera
The Soofer Family
Mohtaram Soofer
Donna and Jerry Venick and Family
Elliott, Felise, Jessica, Sean and Shira Wachtel
David and Karyn Huberman
Linda Silver and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Murray and Cecyl Thaw Max and Lillian Katz Angel R. Valera Hilda Cannon
Davoud Soofer
Leon Venick Sade Venick Robert Barnett Laura Barnett Sam Barnett
Ann Sheps Joseph Sheps Ben Wachtel Eda Wachtel
Richard Huberman
Madeline L. Bergman Jack Bergman Mira Weiss Leon Zylberstajn Morris Weiss Natan Silver Rosaleen Sonia Myers
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Michael Wachtell and Family
Marsha B. Wachtell
Stanley Wachtell
Sarah Wachtell
Maurice Banen
Bernice Jean Banen

Gloria and Art Waldinger and Family
Regina Lieberman
Schonfeld Jacob Lieberman
Albert Waldinger
Sadie Waldinger

Richard and Cathy Walter and Josh, Michael and Nicole. Howard, Evie and Daniel Besbris
David Walter
Helen Walter

Rhonda, Mark, Matt, Greg and Michael Wapnick
Bennie Bernstein
Helen Bernstein
Bea Wapnick
Nathan Wapnick
Clara Katz

Sylvia Ward
Ted Ward
Claire Peha

Karen Kent and Kevin Wasserman
Jules Chazen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Bob, Roz and Michael Weiner and
Lisa and Josh Feldman

Roz and Bob Weiner

Wendy Rothenberg and family

Steve and Jennie Weiner and family

Boris Weiss

Edna Weiss

Julia Weiss

The Weiss Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Blake Weiner
Mildred Weiner
Harry Fox
Helene Kay
Irving Leonard
Hilda Fox
Bernard Plaks
Dorothy Plaks
Phil Feldman
Rose Feldman
Gloria Leonard

Susan Entin

Maureen Rothenberg

Trudy Weiner

David Weiss

Mickey Weiss

Lisa Rubina

Lisa Rubinov
Isaak Rubinov
Raisa Weiss
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ed, Karen and Shelby Weiss
Leah Rae Weiss
Seymour Weiss

Lisa and Steven Weiss and Family
Dolly Buchsbaum
Dr. Louis Weiss
Ernest Wohl
Leonard Saken
Leona Saken

Monica (Wieser) and Paul Wells and grandchildren, PJ and David Wells
Esther and Michael Wieser
beloved parents and grandparents

Candace Wernick
Alvin Wernick
Dolores Wernick
Pamela Wernick
Goldie Slott
Sam Slott

Ariana, Kevin, Shai, and Cooper West
Paul Mayman
Lillian Mayman
David Levington
Anna and Max Silberfeld

Elene Whalen
Judson Laff
Daniel Joseph Whalen
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

IN MEMORY OF:

Allan and Judith Whitman and Family

Anne and Raymond Freedman Bessie and Ben Freedman Helen and Murray Whitman Wanda Stauber David Paul Bessie and Ben Tabachow

Marilyn and David Williams

John and Ada Williams Harry and Debbie Krasne

Felice, Doug, Jessica, Rachel and Molly Williams

David Malick Ben Zion and Fela Malicki John J. and Ada Williams Harry and Debbie Krasne Irving and Celia Schulman

Beth, John, Lindsay and Billy Wilson

Barbara Mezoff Louis Wilson

Kimia Klein

Mardkhai Ghiam

Connie Winokur, Debbie Winokur, Julia Winokur, Jaqueline Winokur

Julius Winokur Manya Winokur

Michael and Jane

Winston
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LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Burton J. Winston
Marjorie Epstein
Eugene Epstein
Shirley Winston

IN MEMORY OF:
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Ruth Winthrop and Family

IN MEMORY OF:

Jay Winthrop
Bertha Glassman
Hyman Glassman
Esther Winthrop
Morris Winthrop
Phyllis Dorman

David and Isabel Wintroub

Harold and Nina Fisher

Barbara Wirtschafter

Henry Wirtschafter
Samuel Nussbaum
Jennie Nussbaum
Arthur Wirtschafter
Ruth Wirtschafter
Irma Nussbaum Levine
Stanley Nussbaum
Doris Loeb

Janet, Matthew and Allison Wolf

Robert P Wolf
Stanley L Rosen
Marilyn L Rosen

Philip, Anita, Lauren, and Daniel Wolman

Robert I. Wolman
Philip Yallowitz
Eugene Sugarman
Eleanor Yallowitz
Rosalyn Sugarman
Harry Leddel
Ruth Leddel
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Gail and Bob Woskow and family

IN MEMORY OF:

Vera Berrin
Harry Berrin
Marion Woskow
Martin Woskow
Mari Lipton
Irving Lipton

The Woznica Family

Sam Woznica
Victor Franco
Juana Franco
Esther Woznica
Shmuel Nissan Woznica
Helen Woznica
Abraham Woznica
David Woznica
Mordechai Woznica
Rosa Buchinsky
Gunter Markus Jeffrey Samuels

Leslie Wright

Arthur Wright
Joseph Bronstein
Rose Bronstein

Rozita, David, Gabrielle, Deven and Dustin Yacobi

Morad Chaman
Jaleh Salemnia

Arlen, Daniel, Layla, Sky and Hudsen Yomtobian

Ilene Rita Yudell

The Yousefzadeh Family

Ayoub Yousefzadeh
Afsaneh Moghavem Yousefzadeh
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Cookie, Jerry, Brian, David, and Andrew Zack

IN MEMORY OF:

Walter Williams, M.D.
Ira Zack
William Zack M.D.
Paula Williams Norma Zack

Cookie, Jerry, Brian, David, and Andrew Zack and Kathie Williams

Ron Williams

Lorraine and Harris Zeidler

Nellie Geldin
Irving Geldin
Gene Zeidler
Charles Zeidler

Judy and Marvin Zeidler

Gene Zeidler
Charles Zeidler
Molly Tannes
Louis Tannes

Rabbi Isaiah Zeldin and Family

Florence Zeldin
Jack Zeldin

Bobbi, Walter, Hillary and David Zifkin

Rose Zifkin
Henry Zifkin
Regina Ertel
Sylvia Farber
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED BY:

Harriet, William, David, Carrie, Lucas and Adam Zolan

Belle Schneider
Samuel Schneider
Sylvia Zolan
Ralph Zolan
Gregory Zolan

Jacqueline Hantgan, Rabbi Josh Zweiback, Isa Zweiback, Ariela Zweiback, and Naomi Zweiback

Hermene Davis Zweiback
Joseph Zweiback
Rose Zweiback
Warren Zweiback
Jacob Davis
Julia Davis
Harriet Shandel
David Hantgan
Estelle Hantgan

Bobbie Zwick, Natasha Zwick, Briella Zwick and Alex Zwick

Barry Zwick